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like myself, it is a moment of truth. Th
is why I have always felt that morecou

nra"D

be done for the nervous beginner, Toai
masters who have to evaluate nervoi

speakers might well think that over.
N. F. Reyroi:

Johannesburg, South Airc

i
true that women are often taken for granted,
I have just read Madeleine Bremers' but they never go without saying."

You're Worth It!

.^1

clever and well-written article on "The

Frederick W. Harbaugh

Care and Feeding of a Toastmaster" (Sep
tember 1976). I was impressed with the

Houston, Texas

tool in my life, especially since I join
Toastmasters. I'd like to share some of

benefits with your readers.

At first, I only taped my own speed

article and with the "togetherness" and
"sense of proud accomplishment" she
shared as "the helpmate of a Toastmaster."

A Case of Nerves

and learned to be my own critic. I fou

I recently attended a newly-formed
Toastmasters club as guest evaluator. Dur

the evaluators helpful, but even the m

But as I read the article, I was struck

ing the prepared speeches, one of the

notice things that I later caught on taj

immediately with a question: Madeleine,
why not do it for yourself? You are intelli

speakers was unable to speak because of

Some evaluators were less critical; almt

an attack of nerves. After his opening

too kind. This is when the taped speech

gent, you are clever, you read and men

remarks, he apologized to the audience

of great value.

critical evaluator sometimes failed

tally catalogue articles and ideas. Why

and retired. Later, when the evaluation

As editor of the weekly Blue Moiti:

don't you join a Toastmaslers club and

committee discussed the speakers, it was

present these ideas for yourself? Vou, and

1242-4 publication, Quarterbacki

agreed that we could not evaluate this

have the permission of our club men^'

Toastmaster who had failed to speak. I did,

to tape the entire meeting. This help^

other women in your situation, owe your
selves something. Why not give yourself

I

Tape It!
The tape recorder has become a usd

the opportunity to grow—both as a person
and a communicator, Sure, it may be a
little more difficult for you—you may have

however, ask for permission to carry out

get all the important business, name

an experiment on that speaker at the next
meeting, which they granted.

the time of writing notes during the

to arrange for babysitters and look around

which was verbal, I called that speaker to

During the next evaluation period,

winners, guests, etc. The tapes also

ing, which is very distracting to me]
others.

for a club that meets at just the right time.

the lectern and asked him to talk about

Many club members borrow the

But after all, you're worth it! Then, soon,
you will be voted best speaker —and de

his speech. He had no warning of what I

and are benefiting from self-evaluatj

was going to do. After a slow start, he

servedly so!

blossomed out. The feeling for his audi

I would highly recommend Toastma
use this simple, inexpensive device

Dee Ellison

Washington, D.C.

For the Sake of Laughter
Kay O'Regan's letter in the September
1976, issue ("Generally Speaking") be
trays exaggerated sensitivity.

ence, his gestures, his voice and his re

practicing speeches apd evaluation, Evj

vealed ability were truly amazing. While
he was speaking, I quietly left the lectern
and, thus, removed his "prop," The trans
formation of the speaker, from being
unable to speak to becoming quite fluent,

one could benefit from the use of thel
Mary Ann s,ii]
San Francisco, Call

was dramatic.

I followed this up a few days later with
All of us should welcome opportunities a telephone call to the speaker, who in
to laugh at ourselves, especially when it's formed me that the experiment had con
obvious that the joke is a laugh for laugh vinced him that he had the ability and was
ter's sake and not an attempt to injure or now looking forward to his next speech.
embarrass. However, Kay's comments
For me, Toastmasters has always been

bring to mind another saying that usually a self-help organization. No one can help
brings laughter and applies here: "It is

recorder.

you when you rise to speak. For many.

"Letters to the Editor" are printed "«1

basis of their general reader interest andj
structive suggestions. If you have someiliii
say that may be of interest to other

masters, send it to us. All letters are suh

editing for reasons of space and clariftj
must include the writer's name and addl

TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL is a non-profit, educational organization of Toastmasters clubs throughout the world

193^'
Oc'«'^'- 22, 1924. Toastmasters International was organized October 4,1930 and incorporated Decc
A Toastmaslers club is an organized group, meeting regularly, which provides its members a professionally-designed program to impnil

abilities in communication and to develop their leadership and executive potential. The dob meetings are conducted by the members tbems
an atmosphere of friendliness and self-improvement. Members have the opportunity to deliver prepared speeches and impromptu talks, lear
mentary procedure,conference and committee leadership and participation techniques, and then to be evaluated in detail by fellow Toastmi

Each dub IS a member of Toastmasters International. The club and its members receive services, supplies, and continuing guidance froj

Headquarters, 2200 N. Grand Ave., Santa Ana, California, U.S.A. 92711.
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There was a famous saying in ancient Greece that should be

of great interest to all of us. It says:"A dwarf standing on the
shoulders of a giant may see farther than the giant himself. "

On the

Today, many centuries later, that still makes a lot of sease.
It's a fact of life that we all stand on the shoulders ofothers.
Very few of us are self-made, self-sufficient and have the

power to bring into being all the things we want out of

That s why an organization like Toastmasters is so impwrtant
How many times have we heard that Toastmasters has

Shoulders
of Giants

changed a member's life, has provided an opportunity la
understand people or helped career advancement? Very often
I'd say. And there are many more of these same testimonials
of success, of personal achievement.

These all happen because we have a program that satisfies
the needs of our membership. Yes, we have stood on the

shoulders of the giants—the members of our clubs—and the)
have helped us meet our personal goals. But . . . is that
enough?

by

Many of us feel that there is more—that we must look
opportunities to maximize the involvement of Toastmas

Robert W. Blakeley, DIM

to help the visionary needs of our organization. That's
the Board of Directors recently took another step forward
looking toward the future of Toastma.sters. We thought of
benefits of the "giants" and established the Ralph C. Sme

International President

Memorial Fund.

As we build the fund, we will lend our support to the
lowing areas:

• The research and resultant publication of findings
subjects concerning communication and leadership devel
ment, as well as advanced techniques in meeting conduct
group dynamics.

1

0

•The establishment of a fund for graduate level stu
pursuing research or course work and careers in commun

tion and leadership education.

• The support of programs that will aid in the develop
of communication and leadership skills among youth.
• The establishment of communication and leaders

V

learning opportunities for institutionalized persons.
These are very worthwhile objectives, don't you ag
And what's more, it's very easy to get involved. Support
come from clubs, members or former members in the form

individual donations, bequests and memorial contributi

from corporation or foundation grants or from gifts of
insurance policies or annuities. All contributions are,
course, tax deductible.

We need the help of those of you who are in a position
make donations. Look at this as an opportunity rather
commitment—an opportunity to help the people of the
enjoy the things we do as Toastmasters. Remember,
couldn't do it alone . . . and neither can theylD
S\

The Speeher
I

Hs nduDiate
You don't have to be a lawi/er to fightfora cause you trufy believe
in. But it helps to think and act like one.
One of the top TV newsmen in Phila

delphia told me how he was instructing
jyoung girl who was interested in doing

by
James[. Humes

In somewhat the same way the lawyer

picks his facts. He seems to be giving
you all the facts in a fair, balanced pre.sentation, but actually he is only giving
those facts that strengthen his side.
When Henry Kissinger was Special

being themselves on stage; they are play
ing a role. So when you are on camera,

play a role, assume a different person
ality. I know newsmen who started
outplaying David Brinkley or Walter

Assistant to President Richard M. Nixon

on National Security Affairs, he used to

say, "I don't tell the President what he

Cronkite until they shaped their own
style—one that they were comfortable

should do, 1 tell him what he can do—

the various options and the pros and cons
ofeachoption." "Yes, Henry," said his
critics, "but you weigh the options in
favor of what you think he should do."

with."

client slipped. Can't you visualize in

not a major concern. But, if you look
closely, you may suspect that the con
servative suit is tailor-made.

television work. The girl's problem was
diyness. He told her:"Look, most actors
and actresses are shy. That's why acting
i^tpeals so much to them. They are not

It is the same in speaking. You play
different roles in being an advocate and
being a lecturer. When you think of an
advocate you think of a lawyer. Can't
you picture acourtroom, the lawyerwith
his open briefcase beside him? There he
b arguing to the jury that the airline had
aduty to keep the pathway to the airplane
steps free from an oil slick on which his

lawyer often looks as if clothes were

The lawyer may sketchily summarize

K
striped tie and horn-rimmed glasses. But
you would dress differently than you
would going to the club's annual stag
evening affair. The advocate dresses in

simple bold lines. He is sum himself,

the argument of the opposition so that
he may easily dismiss it. The lawyer is
a debater—he is persuading you to his
side of the argument. As an advocate,
you have to do the same.

The Anglo-American court system is
based on the "adversary" principle—
truth emerges in the conflict between

your mind what the attorney would be
wearing?
That doesn't mean that if you are

innocence or of his bill's validity. He

plaintiff and defendant, or rather be

going to the Rotary Club to speak in

does not show insecurity by adopting the

tween the plaintiffs lawyer and the

favor of a new no-fault auto insurance

trendiest fashion in clothes. There is an

defendant's lawyer.

all you have to wear a pin-striped suit.

aura about him of bold simplicity. The

sure of his facts and sure of his client's

Ifiom the book ROLES SPEAKERS PLAY

[Copyright ® 1976 by James C. Humes
Seprinted by permission of Harper & Row, Publishers, inc.

If you are proposing a national health-

insurance program, you are fighting the life experience, perhaps a personal of presidential disability. So, in M
speech I delivered to various Rotary, Kif
AMA. If you are supporting no-fault human tragedy that exemplifies the
wanis and Grange organizations arouniil
divorce, you may be combating certain problem your program is going to solve.
the
state. I opened my talk with a descriM
This technique is not new. In fact, it
lay leaders in the Catholic Church.
tion
from history—James Garfield lykj
Whatever legislation or program you is part of the E.A.S.E. formula I advo
in
a
coma,
incapacitated by an assassin'sj
are advocating, you can be sure there are cated in my book Insiant Eloquence in
bullet
for
eighty-two days. The Presh|
important interests opposing you or else 1973. But I see no reason to change.
dency
was
paralyzed; various govmMy acronym in 1973 was E.A.S.E.
the program would have already been
ment
activities
ground to a halt. In 1965,1
adopted. Don't worry about giving only (exeniplif\\ amplify, specify, electrify).
hardly
a
year
since John Kennedyil
one side of the picture. The other side And in the advocacy type of speech it is assassination, it was easy to palm ll^l
will demand "equal representation" or still the best formula for inciting an
"their day in court." You are not a

audience to action.

hearts, and if you don't have either, just
bang the table and shout,"
Well, you won't have to bang any
table or podium because, unlike a law

favorite trout stream.

national horror if Kennedy had not die

First, you open your speech with a from the rifle shot but had lived oni|
referee but a participant. As long as
life example. You don t talk about a coma.
you don't lie, you are being fair.
Any advocacy address states a prothl
abstractions like inflation or pollution.
Banging the Table
lem
and a solution to that problem. S»|
Old Sam Ervin tells of advice he You hold up a supermarket advertise
you
must open your speech by "exen
received as a young North Carolina ment from five years ago and then route plifying" that problem in graphi;
lawyer. "If the facts are on your side, your expedition into that same super dramatic terms.
appeal to the jury's minds, if emotions market yesterday. Or you describe two
I heard Dick Sprague, the noted]
are running in your favor, appeal to their dead fish you saw washed ashore in your
Painting the Picture
The author Charles Kingsley once

in which you have little faith. You may

asked the seascapist Turner how he
painted his famous picture of a storm at
sea. Turner replied, "I wished to paint

not have the lawyer's skills in argument,

a storm at sea. So I went to the coast of

but you have something better—belief in

Holland and engaged a fisherman to take

the truth of your own cause. Whether you
are arguing for a city manager form of

storm was brewing and 1 went down to

yer, you don't have to argue a position

government or legalization of marijuana,
you believe you are fighting for an idea
whose time has come."

You see, you don't have to be a lawyer

to fight for a cause. But it helps to think
and act like one. Brief yourself on ail the
facts and then choose those that help your
side the most.

As a lawyer ponders the jury he will

me out in his boat in the next storm. The

his boat and asked him to bind me to its
mast. Then he drove the boat out into
the teeth of the storm. The storm was so

furious that 1 longed to be down in the
bottom of the boat and allow it to blow
over me. But I could not; I was bound to

the mast. Not only did I see the storm
and feel it, but it blew itself into me till

I became part of the storm. And then I
came back and painted the picture."

face, and considers the arguments that

You want to make your audience part

will most sway them, you must assess the
group you will speak to.
I heard a legislator argue to a black

of the storm by painting a picture. You

audience that "forced busing" was a

kind of racism since it implied that black
children could only learn when associat

ing with whites. And I listened to a
feminist say to a Kiwanis audience that
the Equal Rights Amendment would free
divorced men from the injustice of

want to make them see and feel the prob

lem too. If you are advocating a new
health-insurance program, paint a pic
ture of a man whose home, property and

life savings are dissipated in one costly
operation. If at all possible, choose the
story of a man you know or one you've
heard about.

In 1965 I headed a committee in my

ecutor of the Yablonski murder ca

once speak out against the Warren
decisions inhibiting law enforcemc
He started his speech by sketching i
details of a grisly rape of a young

pital intern. The rapist, who had a
record, was tried and convicted,

appealed and won—even though
arrest, interrogation and conduct ofl
were deemed proper. He won it beca

the judge said upon leaving the ct
room, "May God guide you in
deliberations." The State Supre
Court voided the trial because "(
had been called in as a thirteenth jur
Thirteen months later the same acct

raped and killed a twelve-year-old
At Your Fingertips
Not all of us have such vivid cii

stories at our fingertips. But you

easily find one with a phone call to|
District Attorney's office or a

a public library. When I was askc
give a speech on crime preventio?
found a story in a recent Newsweeka
with a special report on crime.
She was one of those shapeless, faceless,!
women who live out their lives in the anon])

of the inner city. Her home was a cheap
San Francisco's sleazy Tenderloin. Her
were the other tenants who gathered in th
to watch TV. Her excaise was the short
a local cafeteria for meals. Then she was

alimony.

state's bar association to push for the

But, whatever your audience, your
first task as advocate is to get the atten

adoption of a new constitutional amend
ment for presidential succession. The

and an almost visible pall of fear envelop

tion of the audience. You do that by

amendment, which was later ratified,

telling a story—not a funny story but a

provided for orderly succession in case

For days she sat rooted in the lobby, susp
even of the regulars. Finally, she retreated i

in the street one night, knocked down and i

in Jh

»: room. When old friends tried to visit her she

ry, Ki :f-«i to open the door lest an intruder somehow

aroun

s-scrip
1 lyinj

:r in. For a fortnight, nobody saw her at ail and
'tried desk clerk finally went upstairs to check.
Ttfe she lay, sprawled on the floor, dead for a
The official reports said she had died of a

issin

[etmted "stress ulcer" complicated by malnuPresF tniHia, What she really died of was fear.
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Now that you have focused on the

edy' [troblem by "exemplifying," you con-

5UGEE5S Pbm

n the

by PaulJ. Meyer

t diet

on in

Bnuc by "amplifying" on it. It's like
fe answer the early union organizer
iaiauel Gompers gave in response to a
.(Ji'siion. "Mr. Gompers," he was asked,
uhen you get an eight-hour day, what
Aill your goal be then?" "More," he

replied. "More what?" was the next
ijuesiion. "More wages, more holidays,
more benefits." So, once you have
dramatized the problem for the audience,
)oj must drive the point home by ex
panding on it—by describing the other
nnplications.

if you're talking about welfare reform,
jou will then discuss the effect increas

ing welfare rolls have in bankrupting the
cily treasury, robbing the city of other
needed services or contributing to the
disintegration of the family, as well as

discouraging individual initiative.
Exemplify and Amplify
Or suppose, in arguing for a new envi
ronmental code, you "exemplified" the
problem of pollution with the finding of
the bloated dead fish in the upstate
stream. Then to "amplify" you will
want to detail the other dangers of pollu
tion—the waste of water supply, the
killing of natural wild life, the spread of
disease in addition to the closing down
of recreational sports like swimming
and fishing.
Not long ago I heard a Democratic
Governor announce his campaign for the
Presidency in this way. First he "exemjdified" Ford as a latter-day Herbert
Hoover for his handling of the New York
City financial crisis. Then he "ampli
fied" by attacking the other figures of
the Ford Cabinet—Secretary of State
Kissinger for secret wheeling-dealing,
Secretary of Treasury Simon for being
the tool of Wall Street and Secretary of
Agriculture Butz for selling out the con,sumer in favor of big business,

in that respect, the Governor reminded

Now it's yours
There are no shortcuts to successi it requires the

best you can give. But many people never get
started because they don't know where to begin.
The Million Dollar Success Plan Is a statement of the

five principles that can bring success to those who
sincerely want success. It's yours for the asking.
With The Million Dollar Success Plan you will receive
Information describing the career potential that
awaits you as a distributor tor SMI, Inc. If you like
new ideas and enjoy evaluating new opportunities,

you owe it to yourself to discover the rewarding and
fulfilling career that we have to offer. SMI, Inc. Is a
pioneer and leader in the knowledge/education/
communication industry. Founded in I960 by Paul
J. Meyer, SMI has quickly become the leading

company in its field. SMI offers you a professional
business, a service that you'll be proud to perform
in your community.
ACT TODAY! THIS COULD BE A GREAT TURNING POINT

IN YOUR LIFE! Let us show you YOUR POTENTIAL FOR
SUCCESS AND ACCOMPLISHMENT as a distributor for

SMI. Your action now might be one of the most
important positive decisions you will ever make.

Send for your FREE copy of THE MILLION DOLLAR
SUCCESS PLAN (suitable for framing) and the
Business Opportunity Information today. There's
absolutely no obligation.
SUCCESS MOTIVATION - INSTITUTE,INC.

BOX 7614• WACO,TEXAS 76710•817/776-1230
PaulJ. Meyer,President

ssmi
NAME
ADDRESS

STATE

CITY
PHONE.

tmii6

Success Motivation institute, inc.
P. O. Box 76M Waco,Texas 76710
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Please describe present business
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me ofPooh-Bah in Gilbert and Sullivan's

the prisoners, that doesn't make a full- "electrify" your audience into doing

Mikado: "I've got a little list" of people

fledged speech. You are not saying any .something. You should try to turn tbt
thing more than the answers in a press audience on—turn them from passivt
listeners to active participants. Yob
conference would reveal."
In an advocacy speech you have to should get them out of their seats—lo
do more than outline a problem. You canvass their blocks for a candidate,
must offer a program—a bill to be solicit the street for the heart drive or

"who never would be missed." In a

way, the "amplify" part of the speech
is a list just as the "exemplify" part is
a story.

Let's say that you are advocating the
abolition of the electoral college. Your
notes might look like this;
Exemplify: Case of Samuel Tilden who
"lost" to Rutherford Hayes

in 1876 despite the fact that
he received more popular
votes.

Amplify:

A. Undemocratic
B. Members of electoral col

lege can be arbitrary in

passed, a referendum to be satisfied, or pledge their check for the building fund
Plug Them in!
In electricity you plug things in. To
Today we hear many Congressmen
talk about crime and yet offer no con "electrify" the audience you must plug

an item to be included in the budget.

structive program to combat it. They feel

the audience in—to the action. Tell them

it sufficient to rail at the Supreme Court
and lenient judges. Let's for example see
how a speech on crime would shape up

what their role or part is. The U.S
agency ACTION has a slogan: "11
you're not part of the solution, you're

in notes:

part of the problem." That is what"ek

Exemplify: Story about an old woman

trifying" the audience is all about: it

their selection notwith

standing votes of their
constituency.
C. Unhealthy influence of
big states with many elec Amplify:
toral votes.

You can see that "exemplify" often
means a dramatic case history and "am
plify" often is a list of reasons why a
change is necessary.

whose death was medically

recruiting the audience to be part ofik

attributed to ulcers and mal

solution.

nutrition but was really

In the E.A.S.E. formula you explaa

caused by stark terror.
A. Increase in city and sub
urban crimes; rapes and
muggings.

the problem by exemplifying it and thea
amplifying on it. Then you offer iht

B. Revolving-door justice

ticipation.

solution by specifying a program, thei
electrifying or sparking audience par

In 1953 Winston Churchill, whili
of convicted rapists and
muggers being released. traveling to the United States on tk
C. Many crimes done by Queen Mary, asked his scientific advi
repeaters while out on Lord Cherwell to figure out how

Advocates should have programs to

put forth. That is the solution they "spec
ify." In any advocacy speech you are

bail.

liquor he had consumed in his iifeti:

endorsing a bill, submitting a plan, Specify:

Federal anti-crime package.

and whether it would fill the main s;

promoting a product or backing a candi

1. Constitutional amend

Lord Cherwell took out his slide

date. Once you have "exemplified" a

problem and "amplified" on the reasons

ment allowing capital

and retired to his cabin. Hours laterC

punishment.

well came back and said, "If all

why it needs to be dealt with, then you
have to "specify" a solution.

2. Constitutional amend
ment for elimination of

wine, brandy and whisky you h
drunk in your lifetime was poured i

What's the Solution?

bail for repeaters.
3. Mandatory Federal sen

this salon, it comes right up to c

When I was in the State Department,

I was once asked to draft a speech for
Secretary Rogers on the missing POWs.
The Secretary's office sent me an outline
of the necessary facts. But missing from
the staff paper was any proposal as to
what people could do about it. In other
words the paper was a detailed analysis

of the problem with no recommendation
for solution. I questioned the use of a
major forum for a speech that invited
frustration instead of suggesting an
action to be taken. I argued for asking

people to write the International Red
Cross or appropriate officials in the U.S.

tences for bank robbers.

So an advocate should do more than

persuade his audience of the righteous
ness of his cause; he should persuade
them to do something about it—to send
letters to their Congressmen, to contrib

level." Churchill replied, "When I
up at the ceiling and contemplate
seventy-nine years, I can only say,'
much left to do and how little tinw
do it.'"

If only you can end your speech
similar note of immediacy and urge
ute their fair share to the United Fund, you will be an "electrifying" sue
to pass a resolution of their civic club to You can, if you build your adv
be forwarded to the Mayor's office.
speech on the E.A.S.E. formula.□
My mother used to criticize certain
Presbyterian ministers. After a particu
larly bland Sunday-morning sermon,
she would say, "He only told us to do
James C. Humes is a lawyer, public sp
something this week like visiting a sick and former state legisiator who has ser

They told me that such an action would

person, or calling a long-out-of-touch

be a futile gesture. I replied, "If you
don't tell the people something they can
do that might lead to a return of some of

relative. He can't just say 'Love our
fellow man'—that's nothing we can get
our teeth into." Similarly, you want to

the White House and the State Department.!

has written presidential speeches as wellj

speeches for corporation executives,

and senators. In addition to his law work]

writing, Mr. Humes is a popular lecturer.

Here's another batch of ideas and

opjnions from Toastmasters club and
Idisfnct bulletins around the world.

the

ulletin
oard
Listen Up!
B Duve Meeks. DTM. From District 47's "The
^:.nshiner." Florida.

[fyou wanl to be more successful, improve your
iMening ability.
It's no secret that reaching or not reaching your

iiial depends largely on how well you listen. A lot
iif us spend a lot of time listening. Yet. comprehen
sive listening tests have indicated that the average

• Don't try to anticipate what the speaker will
say. Let the speaker tell you. Don't assume you

So, the opportunity to learn this skill is available
to you at your club. Accept a leadership position

know what is meant before it is said.

within your club. Then, take your responsibilities

•Try to ignore distractions. Move closer if
necessary. Do what you have to do to not let dis

seriously, for your own benefit as well as the
club's. Take an active part in your club's executive

tractions overcome the speaker.

committee and really study the roles and processes

Remember, listening is part of our training and
is a vital fact in becoming a good speaker. Use the

chairs" on the club level, there are even greater

of leadership. Once you have "moved through the

suggestions mentioned or add your own—BUT

leadership challenges and learning experiences

feison has only a 259f listening efficiency.
There are certain things each of us can do to

LISTEN UPin

available. If you have an opportunity to participate

improve our listening efficiency. Training has a

What About Leadership?

Your organization needs you, and you can benefit

loi to do with it—no one is a "bom listener."

Bv Gary Monm. From District 20's "Hot Line."

• Don't ignore a speaker because his/her subject

in area or district activities, take advantage of it.

isdull. Try to gain something from what the speaker
jays. Ask yourself if the speaker is saying anything

The Toastmasters organization generally docs
an excellent job on half of the total Toastmasters

you can use.

program. The other half is often neglected. The
other half? Remember, your Toastmasters manual

• Don't gel excited when a speaker's views are
different than yours. Try to understand why the
^leaker feels that way.
• Don't let yourself relax or stray w hen a speako's delivery is poor or monotone. Attempt to get
from the speech whatever you can.

from the experience.□

North Dakota. Northern Minnesota.

refers to a Communication and Leadership
program.

The communication part of the program is laid
out in considerable detail, and it's a good one. The

Get Out of the Rut!
BvAnn Lay. From District J'.s "TheRoadrunner."
Arizona.

There is a feeling that one has improved in both
technique and confidence; yet there is a question,
too. Could that progress have been greater?
"Yes," answers the undeniable small voice

inside. Bringing into play that 20/20 hindsight. I
very soon became aware of how I might have gone

•IDon'i try to remember everything a speaker
lays. Try to understand the point being made or the

leadership aspects of Toastmasters aren't quite as
obvious. To quote a local promoter. "Ya gotta
wanna." Actually, the leadership function often

idea put across. Don't try to remember all the facts

follows the communication training almost auto

!flxl supporting evidence—stick to main points.

matically. Communication is the very essence of

Main points will trigger your mind to recall other
pomls. Don't take too many notes; use key words

all human interaction. One very vital form of

human interaction is leadership. It follows, then,

willing (or captive) listener, then revise it. When
revision is complete, it is rehearsal time—time to

tBiecall ideas.

that a gix)d communicator will also be in demand

rehearse away soft voice, ineffective gestures and

• U.se eye contact with the speaker. Let yourself
absorb what is being said. Don't wander off men
tally while pretending to be listening.

as a leader.

There are many opportunities for leadership in
Toastmasters. and these leadership positions take

tions, too. Research each other through com

on a two-fold importance. First. Toastmasters is
like any other organization or group—leadership
is vitally needed at all levels. Second, because of

munications. Accept the possibility that some one

the nature of the local club to district governor

else's convictions may have merit.

and beyond, the club should be viewed as a training
ground. The old saying that "Leaders are bi>m and
not made" is largely incorrect. Some people may

• Understand that the speaker may challenge

your beliefs. Realize that the speaker has convic

• Try to train yourself to listen to different
subjects—create a desire to do so.
•Don't be ashamed if you can't absorb technical

subjects. Leam to make this a challenge.

fanher, faster.

When the decision on a subject is made a little

earlier, it is easy to draft the speech, read it to a

stumbling words, time to rehearse emphasis, tim
ing and dramatic delivery.
It follows logically that when these steps are

followed, your presentation will be a gem for
your listeners and of maximum benefit to you.
My hindsight and small voice have combined to
tell me how to take better advantage of each assign

be bom with characteristics that help them become

ment—and I will try to consciously pull myself
up out of the rut of old habit to a higher plane of
achievement. If you find yourself somewhere in
my observations, won't you climb out of your rut

leaders, but that leadership is a learned skill.

with me?n
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IIF you go to a benefit, chances are you
were lured to attend not only by the
worthy cause that interested you, but

Can%

because a big name entertainer(someone

like Danny Thomas, Bob Hope or Johnny
Carson) was listed as the master of
ceremonies.

While there may be a couple dozen
acts on the benefit bill, there is no doubt

in your mind as to who is the star—the

master of ceremonies. He's the magnet
that makes the affair a success. He's the
man most of the audience came to see.

You expect him to dominate the two or

three hour show because you know he
will introduce all the other acts with

witty comments and entertaining spots,
both before and after their presentations.
When you leave the affair, you will no
doubt walk away thinking about how
much you enjoyed the show and, particu
larly, the master of ceremonies.

A Scintillating Performance
Too many Toastmasters seem to think

that when they introduce people at the
club, or elsewhere, that they are "master

of ceremonies." They can't wait to get
up there and put on a scintillating per
formance. They tell Jokes, stories or
anecdotes or maybe even carry on a
conversation with a friend in the audi

ence. And after four or five minutes, they
finally decide to mention (as an after have the honor to introduce the President
thought), "Oh yes, it's a pleasure to of the United States," to virtual orations
introduce a fellow you all know who introducing the president of a large com
needs no introduction. Joe Smith."

Maybe poor Joe isn't much of a speaker,
but he really does need all the introduc

tion he can get! And it should be a proper
introduction.

What do we mean by a proper intro
duction? If your Job is Toastmaster for

the evening, refrain from picturing your
self as a "master of ceremonies." You

are NOT the star; the speakers are the

big attraction. You should do everything
possible to build them up, not yourself.
If you want to tell a Joke or an anecdote,

pany at a convention.

In my own field, I once heard a sales

the sales manager, objectively speaking,
his introduction failed on all counts.

What is a "good" introduction? .Asj
we deliberately worded the question.f
there is really no pat formula. It depenilsl

manager introduce the principal speaker, on the circumstances and situation,
his company president, with a 15-minute

introduction. The sales manager was
terrific; he had us laughing, cheering and
in great humor, But compared to the
speaker that followed, he was over

for the purposes of general speechmak-j
ing, there are three parts to an introducf
tion that "does the Job."
Condition the Audience

First, if the title of the talk is"10 Eas;|

powering. It was almost embarrassing Ways to Save $5,0(X) or More on Yoj
Income Tax Each Year," you wanti
spoke for 15 minutes, and it was a dis condition the audience to be receptm
aster. Like too many company presidents to .the subject. You say something 111
who seem to feel they are honoring any "I'm sure I don't have to tell anybody!
convention with their gems of wisdom, this audience that taxes seem to be goin
to hear his boss. The poor devil also

fine. But make sure it has something to
do with cither the speaker or the speaker's he simply wasn't prepared and suffered
subject. Be brief as possible, and don't by comparison with his dynamic sales
steal the limelight from the speaker.
manager. The sales manager made him
How long should an Introduction be? seem like one of the great speakers of all
I m sure we've all heard introductions time in his introduction. While it may
as short as, "Ladies and Gentlemen, I have been good politics on the part of
10
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up faster than you can make mone»]
Everybody wants to save money on
taxes, but we all know what happ

when we get caught.(Pausefor laugki
But tonight we are going to learn
to save money without going to Jail,:

and make sure everything is all set for
him at the lectern when he arrives. Too

Lvoid the

many Toastmasters get so wrapped up
in their clever introductions that, after

announcing the speaker's name, they sit
down. You should continue to stand and

lead the applause for the speaker until
he has placed his speech, script, exhibits
and notes on the lectern and has shaken

your hand. That's all part of what is
meant by a "warm welcome," You want

the speaker to feel he is appreciated and
warmly welcomed (particularly if you're
not paying him anything to speak!).
After the Speech
Part of the introduction of the Toast-

master includes appropriate remarks to
the speaker
he has given his speech.
How did he go over? The response of the
audience will, of course, give you some
idea. But what you. the Toastmaster, say
means even more. For example, you

might say something like, "Listening to
Bill Swanson speak and learning how

by

9
ime.'

easily we can save thousands of tax dol
lars every year legitimately makes me
glad I came here tonight. I am sure I
speak for everybody in this room when
I say we're grateful that Bill took the

Barney Kingston,

time to visit with us this evening and

ATM

even more tax-saving ideas." The idea

we hope he'll be back next year with
is to remind the audience of the name

(ad, our speukcr is going to show us how

the credibility of the speaker's qualifi

of the speaker and the benefits he gave

to cheat Uncle Sam without winding up

cations have been established. He is an

them.

kfore a judge."
The second general rule for a good
miroduction is (after you have condi

authority. But your introduction should
always fit the level of qualifications of
the speaker. You wouldn't say the same

There are some things to beware of
in introducing speakers. Don't trust your

tioned the audience for the subject) to

about a fellow just starting out as a tax

title of his speech. Type or write it out—

wv something about the qualifications

consultant.

the title and the speaker's name. If you're

the speaker. For example: "Our
speaker is certainly well-qualified to

After you have conditioned the audi

memory of the speaker's name and/or the
going to make any mistakes in your intro

ence for the subject and have spielled out

duction, make sure you get the title and

talk on how to save money on your taxes.
Ho has been on both sides of the fence.
From 1955 to 1966 he was an auditor in

the qualifications of the speaker, the

the speaker's name right. I've seen it

third and final step is to actually intro

happen dozens of times, not only in my

duce the speaker and his title. But always

own club, but at some prestigious af

tr.e U.S. Internal Revenue Department

lead into it. "I'm sure you'll agree we

fairs. I have often heard a Toastmaster

in Kansas City. He has been a tax ac
countant for a number of large corpora-

could hardly get a speaker more qualified
to speak on a subject so close to our

luns and, two years ago, he opened up

hearts—or should 1 have said pocket-

say, "And now, here is the man you've
been waiting for, Jim Black." (Unfor
tunately, the man's name was Frank

tiisown tax consultant office downtown.

books—than our speaker of the evening.

Henderson.) And time after time I've

He recently wrote a book on the subject.

Ladies and Gentlemen, speaking on the

heard the Toastmaster announce the

How to Cheat Uncle Sam Legally.'
which was an overnight best seller, and

subject, "10 Easy Ways to Save $5,000

wrong title pf the talk, too. It's easy to

or More on Your Income Tax Each

understand how this happens. The Toastmaster is always thinking of what he will

his written numerous articles on the

Year,' let's welcome Mr. William J.

"Ubject."

Swanson."

Surely after an introduction like that.

Be sure to shake the speaker's hand

say for the ne.xt speaker's introduction
while listening to the man he has just
11

Let
Earl

times by too flowery an introduction.
Try to realize that most speakers, before
they start, are tense and nervous. It's part
of your job to help them relax. But when

nize the sponsor in some way. "I don'|
have to tell you what brings us togethef|

you pile on the superlatives, you make

tonight. Members of the Undertakers of

them even more tense and nervous.'If

America and their officers feel the tli

you want to build up a speaker, why not
wait until after he's given the talk and

big problems of the industry today
first, a bad image in the public's eye

Three 30-second lelevibion public ser

your favorable comments will have

vice spots, plus two radio spots, are now
available to help you publicize the Toast-

meaning. This is probably the most dif

loading the customer with too ma
unwanted features; second, criticism

ficult part of giving an introduction —
how to strike the right balance between

the new transparent caskets and third,!

praise and flattery.

distinguished chairman, Tom Swift,

Another thing to watch out for in your
introduction is what you say in your
discussion of the speaker's subject. Here
again you need to strike the right balance.
By all means whet the audience's appe
tite for the subject, but don't give away
any salient points of the speech. For
example, if the speaker is going to take
sides on a controversial subject, don't

come up with a panel of outstandii
speakers who we are sure have come her

Help!
masters program ... with a little help from
Earl Nightingale, Toastmasters' 1976 Col-

den Gavel recipient. Here's your chance
to put Toastmasters in the forefront in your
community!

•Earl Nightingale TV Spot Announce
ments(377)—Three 30-second spots with

special instruction sheet for contacting
media. Purchase price: $25.00. Rental

price: $15.00, plus $10.00 deposit (re

fundable if returned to World Headquar
ters within 30 days).

•Earl Nightingale Radio Spot An
nouncements (378)—Two 30-second

spots with instruction sheet. Available for
purchase only. $5.00.

(Prices include shipping and handling.
Be sure to include club and district num

ber. California residents add 6% sales
tax.)

lake sides in your introduction. Just talk
about the interest and value of the issue
itself.

So far we have been talking primarily
about introductions of speakers, whether
you're a master ofceremonies or a Toast-

master. But whichever you are, there is

introduced. By all means try and intro
duce the speaker by name and title with
out reading it—but only after you've
said it to yourself a few times!
Many Toastmasters have trouble

figuring out how long an introduction
should be. Again, there is no rule for
this, In the Toastmasters club, a minute

a kind of introduction that also requires
tact, even diplomacy. And that is your
recognition of distinguished guests.

to speak for 60 minutes with a 60-second

will introduce you and gladly step down
to let you take over for the evening. Your
are speaking to an audience that has

minutes; anything over that tends to put pleasure and a great honor to be serving

Whether you are a master of cere
monies or a Toastmaster, there is one
thing you want to be careful of. Don'i

blow up a speaker out ofproportion! If
he's really just a beginner, don't make
him .sound like a pro. If he's a minor
league hitler, don't .send him up to the
plate sounding like a major leaguer; he'll

tonight with the answers."
Most convention chairmen allow fiv

to ten minutes for this phase. But again,]
be careful not to even hint at the answerj)
of solutions coming from the speakers.

Just recognize the sponsors, distinguished,
guests and, ofcourse, the hosts who have,
put on the affair.

Should You Use Notes?
Everyone often asks whether the intro

duction be extemporaneous or read. Ilii i
always best to speak without notes-

whether you're a Toastmaster. the maaer|
of ceremonies or speaker for that matter.

If you have time to practice, try to ghe
your introduction without looking ai
your program or notes. But no great hann

is done to anyone if you read the intro
As a rule, if you are a Toastmaster of duction, particularly in stating a spe^a big affair or a convention, someone er's qualifications where you have

buildup is not only inadequate, but come to the affair or convention for a
downright rude. After listening to hun specific purpose. So you should imme
dreds of major speakers' introductions, diately recognize the purpose and mem
I'd say a good average is three to four bers of the affair. For example: "It's a
the speaker on the spot.

advantages of high-rise cemeteries. Yoti

Words of Welcome

or two minutes at most should do the job. first words should be those of welcome.
But to introduce a man who is scheduled
In almost every such situation, you

tonight as Toastmaster of the 45th Annual
Undertakers of America Convention. I

read a list of honors or associations h

belongs to. It is the speaker the audience

came to hear! Whether you use notes,J

script of all the introductions or speai|
extemporaneously, after the evening 1-

over it is what the speaker said thai wij l
be remembered.

After all, if you go to a conventionlj
hear a panel of speakers and all you til
member is how funny the Toastmast I
was, you didn't get much for your invei
ment . . . did youlD

want you to know tho.se p>eople you see

at my left and right in those dazzling
white summer jackets are not stiffs—but

real people! And I'll prove it." Then

introduce by name and title("On my far

left is Mr. Sam Spinner, president. Trans
parent Plastic Coffins Company . . .").
strike out every time.
Be sure to recognize other distin
Even top speakers get nauseated at guished guests who may not be at the
12

head table. Then before introducing tWj
first speaker, you always want to recog-^j

Barney Kingston, ATM, is merchandisinijif,
rector for Salesman's Opportunity magazimis a member of Speakers Forum Club 371-J0(

Chicago,Illinois, and is a frequent contribuii.
The Toastmaster.

& f

How TO HancIIe itlE

PRoblEM-SolvilNG SpEECb
by
RoBert R Savoy, ATM
Problem solving, no matter what anytries to tell you, cannot always be

3mplished by one individual silting
done in his home or office. Frequently,
ere is a need to assemble other people
am the community or from your orgalion to work together on a common

[problem. And when these problemalving groups convene, some people

[will invariably be called upon to deliver

[speeches that have the purpose of defmthe problem and of suggesting pos[sible solutions to it.

Nine times out of ten, that person will

ibeyou! So you'd better be prepared.
How Serious?

The potential need for a problemsolving meeting arises as soon as does
(he problem. Once the problem has been
identified, it must be defined in sufficient

your organization. A meeting has been

investigation must be carefully done if

depth to determine its magnitude and

called to explore ways of handling this

severity. Since a meeting in any com
munity organization involves a rather

problem. Your boss has tasked you with
the responsibility of making the problemsolving speech at this meeting. He wants
you, in other words, to present the prob
lem along with a few suggested solutions

it is to be convincing. After all, not
everyone at the meeting will be con
vinced of the inadequacy of the present

large expenditure of time and effort, a
judgment must be made as to the serious
ness of the problem, balanced against the
cost of a meeting to solve it.

Let us suppose that the problem being
addressed is that the present computer is

inadequate for the expanded activity of

computer. There will be some who will
not see the situation that way at all,

particularly if the computer is continuing

to do an adequate job of handling their
to it.
In this situation you must come up requirements.
The first part of your job is analysis.
with some in-depth facts about the inade
quacy of the present computer. This That is, you must carefully analyze the
13
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ments. You must define the inputs going

For example, the analysis can be sub
divided into the present load on tb
certain that he has all the facts and that computer arranged by each organiz

into the computer and identify the reports

they are accurate.

needs of the organization and translate
these needs into data processing require

sibilities by conducting a painstaking
investigation ahead of time to make

Once your analysis of the present
and other data coming out. You must
situation
has been completed you will
find out who in the organization is using
turn
your
attention to possible solutions
the data and for what purpose. Finally,
of
the
problem.
One solution may be to
you must show if the load is increasing—
accept
the
present
computer as inade
by how much and for how long.
The Hard Facts

quate but recommend that the organiza

tional element. This can be put on on

view-graph. The reports needed byeadtj
user could be put on a second view-graph;!

the input requirements to the computtrj
on a third. Avoid having too much mate

rial on any single visual aid. If in doul*,j
create a new view-graph.

tion continue to use it anyway. Budget

A Trial Run

constraints may force such a solution. If

Rehearsal of your entire presentatic

this is the case, accompanying advantages

before your boss or co-workers is recot

the group as the "hard facts. While and disadvantages of this solution should
they may draw different conclusions be listed. But other possible solutions
using these facts, they will, in general, must also be explored.
If one solution is to buy a new com
accept them. They will use them in
debate and generally avoid doing any puter. data must be gathered on available
research of their own because they are computers and how they would handle

mended. Rehearsal should include actu

While preparing this analysis you
should keep one important consideration
in mind. Your analysis will be used by

practice in the use of any equipment,!
actual projection of your view-graph
and performance of any demonstratk
to be given and the actual recitation'
the text of your speech.

When the meeting starts, pay a
"too busy," Since they do not have the data processing load of your organi
attention
to the chairman and the wa
the time for research, they must rely zation. This information must be com
that
he
sets
the stage for your speeclj
plete enough that the people attending
on you.
Be
certain
to
react to any comments
This does not mean, however, that your meeting can select an actual re
he
directs
to
you.
To ignore these cor
they will not recognize a fact that appears placement computer if that is the group
ments
may
make
you appear dull
inaccurate. Remember that they have solution.
unfriendly.
This
will
put you at adistir
Although many possible solutions
been specially selected to attend this
disadvantage
even
before
you start yo
meeting because of their professional may be explored, only two or three of
presentation.
competence and because of their many the most outstanding options should be
Keep in mind that a problem-solvii
years of experience in the organization. presented, so as not to overwhelm the
meeting
is more of a working meeiii
They will be able to quickly spot a fact group with too many choices.
than
a
formal
meeting; the atmospherej
The research portion of your task is
that appears out of line. This considera

tion, if nothing else, should prompt you

now complete. It is now time to arrange

to a very accurate and thorough analysis the material for presentation.
of the problem.

Handouts and Visuals

that of a "shirt sleeves" session wl

all members are working together towa
a common goal. Even though the groi

in mind during your analysis. Your work

need both visual aids and handout mate

proceeds with due seriousness to a
cussion of their common problem, ill

must be so meticulously done that the

group will not break up prematurely with

rials. That is, because of the large vol
ume of factual material, you will need

interjected from time to time. Failurcj

no solution to the problem under dis

flip-charts, view-graphs, slides or other

respond to the humor or inability to tole

cussion.

visual aids while going through with

ate it will not affect the technical ac

A second consideration must be kept

Your presentation, in most cases, will

your presentation. Also, you will need
a problem-solving meeting. First, the to supply your audience with handout
people attending the meeting decide that material of standard notebook size for
Several events are likely to break up

the facts available to them are insuf

ficient or incomplete. They may believe
that the case for deciding the adequacy of
the computer has not been convincingly
made. They might, therefore, vote to
break up until new facts are gathered.
Or they may challenge some of the facts
presented to them and vote to break up
until the disputed facts are verified. If
the situation has reached this point, little
can be done except to schedule a new
meeting. The problem-solving speaker
must guard against either of these pos
14

normal for jokes and wisecracks to

racy of your speech, but it will affecti
way that the participants perceive yo
They will see you as a person who does

tolerate interruptions and consequent!
free
discussion of the problem will
ing participants are known ahead of time,

their retention and study. Since the meet

a copy of the handout material should be

curtailed.

furnished to each of them before the

meeting, so they may better prepare

This point of allowing interruptions
particularly important. Because of

themselves.

substantial technical content of

It is injportant to study how your

problem-solving speech, the chair

analysis facts can be best arranged on
your visual aids. Apart from the visibility
aspects of your aids, the grouping of the

or one or more high-ranking participa
will frequently interrupt the speaker r
ask him to repeat his explanation o

facts on each view-graph, as well as the

previous flip-chart, view-graph or slii
The speaker must be flexible enougha
patient enough to do this. He must a

order and number, are important con
siderations well worth careful study.

I he so throughly familiar with his visual

discuss the analysis of Tom's data pro

I pby the requested material. The problem-

cessing load. Tell Bill how much faster
a new computer will handle his office

Ulving speaker, then, must be able to

work. Invite Tom and Bill to accept or

that he can quickly select and dis-

ie the pressure of giving and regiving
portions of his speech for the entire

l iKeting.
As with any other type of speech, the

Start'em Laughing

reject your remarks.

A joke, an anecdote, a laugli-loaded one-liner!

Be tactful in your replies to questions.
Do not say. "You are wrong on that

Effeciive speakers liave been using the technique

point." Say instead. "1 have difficulty

j problem-solving speech requires that accepting that conclusion," or say, "I
le speaker have the right attitude in feel uncomfortable with that proposed
mind when he presents his briefing. With solution."
In addition to giving the problemthis proper attitude in mind, his personiBty will support and will not obstruct solving speech, there are other related
|liis speech delivery. Although much actions likely to be asked of you during
I faking experience is necessary before the meeting. The chairman may ask you
ispeaker's projected image lines up with to maintain a blackboard or flip-chart to
[ his self image, it is always prudent for a show participants how the meeting is
, geaker to concentrate on his mental progressing. As participants agree to

of humor for centuries. And you can use the same

technique, with predictably good results.
The only problem is you can't use the old stories,
the ones they've heard before, the ones that refer
to a different time or set of circumstances. You
need humor that's fresh, that's new, that relates to

today's events and today's tastes.

In short, you need "ORBEN'S CURRENT COM
EDY". a laugh-loaded, four-page newsletter that
comes to you 24 limes a year! All fresh material
that hasn't been used before! And all topical--

based on today's headlines and on what people are
thinking about and talking about today!

it

<1

Ifflitude as he makes his presentation. certain items, you will note the agree
th time, this internal attitude will also

pject to his audience.

ments on the blackboard or flip-chart so

is edited by Bt>b Orben, top TV comocly writer,

that all of the participants can keep track

author of more than 40 books on comedy, speechwriter. and one of the funniest men in the country!

It is especially important to appear

of the progress of the meeting. It is also

friendly. Remember, this is your orga-

desirable to have additional flip-charts

For a 3-monlh MONEY-SAVING TRIAL SUB
SCRIPTION AT S7.<)5 (regular annual rate S42)

aization and the people attending are

or slides which indicate to participants

send check or money order to:

your co-workers. Everyone has been
issembled to work on a common prob

which agenda item is currently being
addressed by the group. This last de

lem. Look friendly. Act friendly. Be

scribed visual aid, not a part of the actual

friendly.
You should also be vigorous and

speech, can be maintained at an appro

energetic as you deliver your presenta

priate place in the room.
The Final Report

tion, Strive to be animated-and lively as

At the completion of the meeting, you

you deliver your remarks. Avoid, how
ever, an appearance of boyish ebullience.
Display a mature, controlled energy. If
you wish to hold your audience's atten
tion, you must be alive, alert, intense

may be asked to help prepare the final
report. If any of your handout material

and enthusiastic.

You're Talking to People

was amended or eliminated during the

meeting, you may be asked to make the
resulting corrections and to supply the
updated material to the meeting recorder.
With distribution of the final report,

Speak directly to the individuals in the

your participation ends. However, now
that you are the "expert," you can
expect to follow the action as the solu

room, addressing them by name when

tion is implemented.

Whatever you do, never lose sight of
the fact that you are talking to people.

possible. Do not speak to the room in
general. Move your head and eyes around

If you have done your job correctly

like a radar antenna staring sightlessly at
the audience.

next assignmentlD

your head mechanically back and forth

/• ;•
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and the new solution works, you'll find

that you will become known as the orga
nization's problem-solver, as well as its
presentation expert. Good luck on your

to look directly at people. Do not swivel

THE COMEDY CENTER

601 Wilmington Trust Building
Wilmington,DE 19801

Be sure to use the language spoken in

r*

your organization. If your department
employs a jargon, use it. Since you are
an insider and one of the group, do not

lose your audience rapport by using an
outsider's terminology.

Encourage participation. Be prepared

to stop in the middle of your briefing and

Robert P. Scivoy, ATM, is a former District 31
Governor. A civilian electrical engineer with
the United States Air Force, he is a member of
the Researchers Club 2201-31 in Bedford, Mas

m

sachusetts. Mr. Savoy is a frequent contributor
to The Toastmaster.
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Despite the short, artificial stock speeches on TV award programs,
real-life presentation and acceptance speeches are apparently on the
increase. Although no one seems to be keeping score, there is some

evidence that more and more awards are given each year. And you
know what that means!

Your Guide to Givin!
by Leon Fletcher OH come now! You don't really
need any tips on how to give presentatica
and acceptance speeches . . . do you?
Certainly you've witnessed repeaJt
examples of them on television, on

Oscar award shows, the Tony's,
Emmy's, even on the Palsy awards
outstanding acting by animals.

Surely you know by now that the pre

sentation speech starts with a veiy cleveri

opening such as "it's an honor to preseni
this award." Next, you read a list of

names and titles. Then quickly to ihej

climax, the conclusion: an anonymouhand gives you an envelope, you tearii

w
o\

open, read a name . . . and that's it
t .--r

I'm Surprised!

The acceptance speech is also a stan
dard. You utter some slight—but onii

Or

slight—variation of "I'm surprised,
don't know what to say . .
and the
finish with that lengthy list of creditsyi

rcMiv.

■BSii

■" /.Kaa,I

rehearsed for three days.

''K7V;

Huh?

a

/

Oh . . . you wanted to know aboi

the ofher kind of presentation and acq

.

r-

lance speeches? The ones real peopi
give? Like when you present an awj
to the outstanding Toastmaster in yc
area? Or a Merit Badge to a Boy Sci
A certificate of achievement to a proi
tion team? A 25-year pin to a foremi
A statement of appreciation to a comi

tic

Dc
spt
thi
evt
cer

giv
spe
do

by
pos

spec
add
aw a

tee chairman? A memento to a visit

recij

Or a . . . .

tion

dignitary? A scholarship to a studei
The point of those two sets of c(

irasting presentation and accepiaiK
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ir Getting)Awards
^eches—those of the "never-never
ind" of TV and those of the real world
andI live in—is that there is indeed

8 need for effective, moving, well-

flructured speeches in this specialized
hit important field.

sented always in the same sequence.

Here's where you can become a bit

creative, by juggling the order, adding
emphasis to one, perhaps merely men
tioning another in passing.
First, briefly summarize the history of

will enhance, and not detract, from the
honoring of the present recipient.

Then the presentation speech should
turn to the most important—and most

interesting to your audience—focus, the
current recipient. Present a brief biog

Despite the short, artificial, stock

the award itself. This might well include

raphy of him or her. Concentrate on

ipeeches on TV award programs, realfe presentation and acceptance speeches
Bapparently on the increase. Although

a bit of background on the donor, should

events and attainments which relate

it come from or be paid for by someone
other than the association you're repre

wards are given each year. I've talked

senting. When was the award first made?
What prompted it? Why has it been con
tinued? How are the recipients selected?

ifilh several merchants who operate their

What are the criteria for getting the

own trophy stores. I've asked salesmen,

award?

»one seems to be keeping score, there
is some evidence that more and more

directly to the award. Why was this per
son selected? What contributions did he

or she make to this group or to society?
Or, depending on the reasons for the
award, what successes in his own life or

Bon of such specialists, the Trophy

work qualified him for being honored?
Finally, a short but often overlooked
Next, summarize briefly the history of point in the presentation speech is one of
the organization making the award. the most desired by many in your audi
Emphasize those points in the group's ence—a description of the award itself.
past which relate directly to the award Hold the plaque, trophy, whatever, so

)ealers of America, could give me no

itself. When and how did the organiza

the audience can see it. Read any inscrip

wiainly increasing that you may be

tion begin? Is the purpose of the group tion word-for-word. Describe any sym
to give this award only, or is this but one bols, or decorations, especially those
activity of the association? Why did the which may have a significant meaning.
organization decide to establish the For example, recently I was present

^ing a presentation or an acceptance

award'.^

when awards were made to several indi
viduals involved in a rescue at sea. An

've talked with leaders of large comames that manufacture and distribute
bese awards. Even the national associa-

^ific statistics. But they all agreed
bat more awards are being given than
Wr before. Therefore, the chances are

^ech, or perhaps even both. And to

The Previous Recipient

Third, give a short summary of pre

lothat, you need to know how.
Success in a presentation speech starts

vious recipients. Who won it last year,

y recognizing that there are three pur-

or last time? And before that? Where are

»ses for such a speech. Obviously the

^leech is to honor the recipient. But in
ddition, it is to officially deliver the
iward and then to set the stage for the
Bcipient to respond.
To fulfill those purposes, the presenta

they now? What are they doing? Any
specifics on how the award might have
helped or encouraged them? What addi
tional achievements did those earlier

impressive plaque was presented to each.
In the lower corner of each plaque was

what seemed, at first glance, to be a
rather standard, obvious symbol—a

representation of King Neptune, the
sailor's fictional ruler of the sea. But

a close look revealed a couple of swim

recipients go on to acquire? Be specific mers paddling along in the waters from
—name them. Perhaps some are present

tion speech usually should include all

in your audience; recognizing them,

5ve of the following areas of content.
But these five points need not be pre

ment, might be appropriate if doing so

asking them to stand for acknowledge

which Neptune' rose. They were tiny,

but highly significant in that they repre
sented those who had been saved. Even

if the plaque had been passed around for
17

the audience to see or displayed, many say thanks. He might start by expressing
would probably have overlooked this
important symbol.

sincere appreciation for what the award

That, then, is what the presentation

others who may have contributed or

means not only to him.self, but also to

speech should include—but with two

assisted in the effort which produced

cautions.

the award.

Not all those points need be in every

Next, the recipient should praise the

presentation speech; don't try to answer cooperation and efforts of others. This
every one of those questions in every is the part which, on those tear-filled TV
presentation speech. Rather, select those award shows, can easily become a point
points which are most relevant, impor for easy laughs by making them far too
tant, interesting, appropriate to the detailed, all-encompassing. Sure, no one
occasion. If, for example, you are pre who really contributed should be over
senting 24 Boy Scouts with 65 different

looked. but there is a limit. When one

Merit Badges (not an unlikely occasion, actress started to thank not only her
as a boy will often earn several badges theatrical coach, but her high school
each year) you. of course, could and drama teacher and her elementary .school
should not make such a detailed speech coun.seIor for guiding her into the theater,
for each boy. But you could very well one critic wondered the next day(in print)
make a "preview" speech applicable to if with another award, she would have
all of the recipients, covering the rele gone back to the doctor who delivered
vant points as they may apply to all or her or the nurse who first diapered her.

tions" to a level previously unknown
in public, previously reserved for privuie
clubs and segregated smokers. Butexccpi
in such cases, the speaker making a pre
sentation or an acceptance speech will
almost always find that the situation h
serious to most of the audience, ard
treating it lightly may well alienate some
listeners.

The acceptance speaker has an advan
tage in determining the mood for hi-

speech. He can simply follow the style
of the presenter, responding in a manikr
consistent with that used by the perse
making the award. If the presenter l^
serious or emotional, the accepter shoul.
take the award seriously. If the presentc
is Joyful or encouraging, the accepter
should also pick up that theme.
Also, be sure to get your facts straighi
Get names correct; be sure of the date-«
and details of the event and individml

most ot the Scouts. Then you'd make the
What Are Your Plans?
being honored. To insure you not onlv
individual presentation by simply,
An acceptance speech should include have them correct but also state them
briefly, stating names and badges won. a statement of the recipient's plans for accurately, it is best to have the noteThe point: selection from all those poten the future as they relate to the award. prepared for the presentation speech
tial points for a presentation speech is This has added significance and interest But try to avoid using them unless)
the key to success.
when the award is a scholarship, grant, doubt flicks across your mind on .son*
A Beginning and an End
trip, promotion, or other such tangibles. detail. It is effective not to look at note}
The second caution: This speech,just In essence, tell that organization, if you for these speeches, but it is worse Id
like every other speech, should also possibly can. Just what it is their work make an error.
have an attention-getting introduction and efforts—and funds—can be ex
Another tip; Don't put too muche

and, at the end, a conclusion that sum

pected to produce.

marizes and emphasizes the basic point

phasis on the award itself. Rather, con|

Again, those are suggestions for the
main part of the acceptance speech. A
brief, perhaps one-sentence introduction

centrate on what the award symboli

in a memorable statement. That means

that the points suggested here for inclu
sion in the presentation speech would
make up the main part (the middle, the

as your opener, plus a pointed summa
tion for a conclusion at the end should be

body, the discussion part of your sp>eech).
You'd still use the standard techniques

added for a complete speech package.

for an introduction before this and a

that apply to both presentation and ac
ceptance speeches—techniques and tips
you should ob.serve, plus a number of

conclusion after it.

If all that seems detailed and involved

Here are a few "do's" and "don'ts"

State the meaning, the significance
the award. Certainly do not detail
expense or the effort to attain it.

Spotlighting the Recipient

If at all appropriate, the recipi
should be called to the rostrum .so hec

be before the audience while the prese;
tation is being made. This adds a fiiiinj
spotlight to the recipient and lets i
audience have more time to identify <i

for such a specialized speaking occasion

goofs to avoid:

as making a presentation, consider the

First, be sincere. Both speeches should admire him. But if the award is trul\
be especially directed to being appro surpri.se for the recipient and/or the aml:priate for the iKcasion. Except in spe ence, and that surprise has value u;

words of the German philosopher and
poet, Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche:
■'Learnedsi thou how much harder

cialized situations, humor should be significance, then, of course, save ik
avoided. Television again gives us a name of the receiver until the end
properly, and that bestowing well is
good example for the exception—the the presentation speech. Again, ik
an art—the last, subtlest masterF>opular "roast" in which a gaggle of typical TV award show is an exampk
art of kindness."
gagsters get together to insult (humor
A minor but significant point: D
Now tor the acceptance speech. It ously, not maliciously, of course) the
actually present something. The platjii
should usually cover three points, but honored one. Shows like the "Dean
may be delayed by the engraver, i
be quite brief and to the point.
Martin Show" have either raised or scroll held up by the printer, the .scholar
First, of course, the recipient should lowered (your choice!) such "presenta
ship funds slowed in the mail. Still, hrn

it is to give properly than to take
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F
ie kind of statement typed, or even

[hand-written, to hand to the recipient so
hat he does receive at least something

[representing the actual award.
Here are three techniques to avoid in

[presentation and acceptance speeches:

[Rrst. don't overpraise the recipient; be
Ifectual, honest, laudatory but not flowery,

[second, do not put too much emphasis
loo the award itself. Rather, point to
mat it represents and what achieving it

[entails. And third, both the presenter
juid (he receiver should be alert to hanjtUing the award with grace and smooth-

This Is No

Ordinary Manual!

The Ten-Minute
Evaluation Book
,

ItSlSlto

Il'sa scatterbook—a type of individualized instruction
on Toastmasters evaluation. There's no right or wrong

pathway through The Ten-Minute Evaluation Book

Mm
sr

(162), and it makes no sense if you just read it straight

through. But if you follow the instructions, it'll lead you
to the parts of evaluation you're most interested in. The
more you use it, the better you'll understand the evalua
tion process. It's new! And it's fun! It's The Ten-Minute

"SiSW/

M

Evaluation Book (162). Only 50 cents, plus 15% packing
and shipping. Get yours now!

[oess. You've seen those who awkwardly
Mo show the award to the audience and

see it themselves, both at the same

ne. The usual result is that neither gets

more than a glimpse. Avoid, too,
: awkwardness that grows from offerng or taking the award in the right hand,
nly to be offered a congratulatory handhake for that same hand.

A Word of Advice

the

(ijannep

If all these tips seem a bit too detailed
you, perhaps you have not yet parcipated in presenting or receiving an

[iward. Heed the words of Lady Pamela
[Wyndham Glenconner:
"There is no momeiu more annihi

lating to ease than that in which a

[present is received and given."
But then, maybe she didn't really
much about presentations. AlDugh her words are right there on page
of the 13th edition of Bartlett's

'iliar Quotations. the standard source
such references, her statement was

3pped from the next edition. (And a
TO-hour search by a professional refere librarian failed to uncover who

was.) So judging her by her own

words, perhaps she made such speeches
they were so "annihilating to (her)
that she simply passed into comete obscurity. But don't let that happen

I you. If you follow these tips on how
give presentation and acceptance
:hes, you'll find that you will always
ease, whatever the occasion.□

Strong clubs have two things in common: variety in meeting programs
and speeches given from the manuals. Weak clubs tend to have neither.
No one likes to get into a rut, and special care must be taken to keep your
Toastmasters club from doing so. The best way to avoid monotony is to plan
at least one meeting a month that doesn't follow the standard pattern.
For example, how about trying an impromptu program? Guaranteed to
shake up everybody, this program is run by the Toastmaster of the meeting,
with all the other slots being filled by lot. This is a great way to practice
"thinking on your feet."

Another idea is to hold a group discussion meeting. The topic for discus
sion is announced two or three meetings in advance, and plans are made for
individuals or groups to present a point of view and then open the floor for
discussion. This is a great way to practice meeting leadership and parlia
mentary procedure.

These ideas and many more can be found in the Toastmasters Interna
tional publication Patterns in Programming (1314).
What about speeches given from the Communication and Leadership
manuals? Nothing is more important to keeping a person's interest in Toastmasters than giving him or her a definable goal toward which to work. That
is what the Toastmasters manuals are designed to do—give step by step
instruction toward the goal of effective communication.

Strong clubs recognize this and keep their members working in the man
uals rather than just haphazardly giving speeches.

I Leon Fletcher is instructor of Speech at MonI Peninsula College in Monterey, California,
lelance writer with more than 185 publica1 credits, he is the author of the college text,

There you have it. Follow these two suggestions in your club, and you
will have a strong educational program, the core of Toastmasters success.

The next move is up to youlD

Mo Design and Deliver a Speech.
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but its impact and the lessons it taught
have stayed with me. Lessons? Yes,
two of them.

The first is that no chairman should

■■a.-Ji''

J-

call on anyone, even a minister, to offer

a public prayer without giving him a few

minutes advance notice and asking his

Let Us

consent. If for some strange reason you

are thrust into a situation where you can't
follow that rule, then offer the invocaiioii
yourself.
The second is to "Be Prepared"—the

Pray

famous motto of the Boy Scouts. This

rule applies especially to Toastmasters,
because you are generally known as the

"speaking types" and are more likely

to be called on than most.

So, knowing that someday you will
be called on to offer an invocation, look

at the problem from several sides ant

prepare yourself for that unexpected cal
to prayer.

by

Let's get one item out of the wa;

quickly. (This need not be said to

Winston K. Pendleton
Someday}, somewhere, ijou'll be called on to offer
an invocation. What will you say? Here s a look at

how to prepare yourself for that unexpected coll
to prayer.

Toastmaster, but someone else migh
read this article and it must be mei

tioned.) Talk loud enough to be hear

Speak up! On those occasions whe
you are seated at the head table andca
step to the lectern microphone, you havi
no problem. But most of the time, tl
chairman is at the microphone and yo
are seated in the audience.

Is Someone Praying?

If you have ever attended a gatherit
of more than a hundred persons, y

have seen this happen: The chaina
asks everyone to rise and calls on some

body for the invocation. You hear th

"Let us all stand," said the committee

chairman, "and I'll ask Otis-Van-Otis
to give the invocation."
The 20 or so members of the commit
tee rose with the usual scraping of chairs.
Then came the silence of respect and
reverence which always precedes a

prayer. In this case the silence came . . .
and stayed . . . and stayed . . . and
stayed. There was utter quiet for 15 or
20 seconds. (Time it with your own

Of course, Otis-Van-Otis was not the
man's real name, but the incident was

real. I was there. 1 stood with the other

members of the committee, with bowed
head, embarrassed for my friend. For
one fleeting moment my thoughts flashed,
"What now? Who will the chairman
call on? What will he say?"
Two Valuable Lessons

Almost before those ideas material

ized, the tension was broken by an

watch as you read this and you 11 see elderly man who raised his voice, with
how heavy the hush became.) Then, in out being called on, and offered a short
a voice that was little more than a hoarse

whisper, Otis-Van-Otis said. Please

ask someone else. I've missed the last

two meetings. I've been sick."
20

noise of the people standing, then perfet
quiet, then in some far comer of the rooi
you hear a low mumbling sound—sonu

one praying. Or is he? You really coulcW
hear when he started, you can't hear wh

he is saying and you only know whenl
has finished when people begin to shuffl
their feet, moving their chairs about an
resume their seats. If, in the wilde

stretch of imagination, you might evi
be guilty of such a performance, pleat
remove your Toastmaster's pin fra

your coat lapel so you will not brii

prayer for guidance during our coming disgrace and dishonor to this grc
deliberations.

That happened more than 20 years
ago. I was only a bystander to the scene

organization.

I have a friend in Toastmasters w(

belongs to the same chamber of co|

(/Vdvprd'semcnt)

uerce committee that I do. The chairman

alls on him to open most ofthe meetings
fith a prayer. Why him? Because he
oesit so well. Several weeks ago, when

JOKES for SPEAKERS!

lis article was in the planning stages,
met him at one of the meetings and told
im 1 was writing a piece about invoca-

For Toastmasters, Business Executives, Club Officers,

Banqueteers, or anyone wtio has to talk.

)ns. I said to him, "You always give

An up-to-the-minute topical Joke-Bulletin with approximotely 100 funny one-

ich a fine invocation. Some people find

liners, stories and roast lines. Created by top Hollywood comedy writers. A great

difficult to pray in public. It must come

source of fresh professionol moterial to humorize your speech for any audience;
any occasion. Current issue: $5.00. Send check or money order tO:

jturally to you."
"Oh no," he said. "It just sounds that

ny because I'm always ready." He
went on to explain the "why" and
'how" of being ready. "Irememberthe

JOKES UN-LTD.

1357 Miller Drive, Dept. 0-7, Hollywood, Ca. 90069

first time I was asked to do it," he said.

"It was some 15 years ago. I was called
to 'say grace' before 75 or 80 people
at a luncheon. I had never done it before

outside my own home. I had not joined
Toastmasters at that time and I was

lertified at the thought of saying anything
before that many people. So I mumbled
something real fast and sat down. But
right then and there I decided I'd never
le caught in that situation again."
"What did you do about it? You do
I so well, you sound like a preacher."
"Well," he said, "I knew it would

happen again sometime, so I went home
and wrote out a prayer that I thought
would fit any luncheon meeting. Then
memorized it. Two weeks later I re

young business woman, is called on
frequently to offer the opening prayer at
our monthly press club meetings. I
chatted with her about the problem, too.
Her story was much the same as my

1. I always confine my invocations
to one minute and rarely use the entire
minute.

2. I speak slower during an invoca
tion than when I talk normally. I want

Toastmaster friend's, but her solution

my manner to be meditative and reflec

was a bit different. "I was petrified the

tive rather than that of someone who is

first time I was called on to give an
invocation," she said. "The chairman

delivering a fast paced, staccato radio
commercial.

3. Finally, I try to offer a prayer
notice. All I could say was 'God bless that everyone present can follow and
this meeting and everyone here. Amen.' embrace. I am careful to avoid words
I felt like a fool and I made up my mind and phrases that might indicate a narrow
to be ready if I were ever called on again. or limited or specific religious creed.
If you have difficulty with the content
So I wrote out two prayers. I left blank
spaces to slip in such things as the name of your invocation, visit your public
of the organization and whether or not it library for help. Dozens of books on

called on me out of thin air—no advance

ceived a notice about a YMCA breakfast

was a luncheon or a club meeting. Then

prayer, with prayers for all occasions,

was supposed to attend. Then the light
dawned. If by any chance I were called
, my prayer wouldn't fit. So, as the
engineers say, I went back to the drawing
board, I wrote three more prayers. Each

I typed them on both sides of a 3 x 5
card. I carry it in my purse everywhere 1

are available.

was a bit different. Each was carefully
worded. I now had one for breakfasts,

luncheons, dinners and for any sort of

business or committee meeting. I've
been giving those prayers for years. I
know them so well that I can change
ihem around a bit for different occasions.

But basically, they are the same prayers."

Ready—and Rehearsed
He saw that I was taking notes and
said, "If you are going to write about

go." She opened her bag and showed
me her 3 X 5 card—neatly and perma

inspiring thought that comes along. It
should come to a definite end when

enough has been said. Amen.D

How will you prepare yourself? That's
(How about you? Do you have any
up to you. No one can tell you how to do
it. The "right" way for you must fit your problems with invocations? Ifso. Toastpersonality and thought patterns. Think masters has the answer—a box of 55
about the problem. Then do something cards, each a prayerfor blessing a meal.
Compiled and adapted by Dr. Ralph C.
about it—your way!
Now, what about the length and tempo Smedlev. SAYING GRACE(929) is only
of the invocation and its content?

$1.25. They're a must for eveiy Toast-

Here you run into areas of custom, master! —Ed.)

personal opinion and religious beliefs.
Ihis, you should know one other thing. So in order to be helpful rather than
Always on my way to any meeting where controversial, I would say again, follow
I might be called on, I run through the your own feelings in the matter. That's
prayer at least once. So you might say what I have done.
lam ready—and rehearsed."
Another acquaintance of mine, a

This article, like a proper prayer,
should not ramble and explore every

nently laminated in plastic.
Do It Your Way

I f

Without wanting to start a religious
argument, here are my three rules;

Winston K. Pendleton is one of America's best

known humorous after-dinner speakers. A for

mer recipient of Toastmasters International's
Communication and Leadership Award, he is a

frequent contributor to The Toastmaster.
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OUR Steak was tough, the potato a

little cold and the pudding . . . lumpy!
But that's the least of your worries.
In a few short minutes, you will be

What to Do
When the

introduced as "tonight's speaker"—a
title that has often brought the strongest
of men to their knees. But deep inside,

you know that this is a great opportunity.
You've been priming for this occasion

for weeks. And now you're ready . . .
or so you hope.
There it is—the introduction. As you
rise and begin to approach the lectern,
your mind momentarily wanders to the
last after-dinner speech you attended.
(It was one of your wife's club meet
ings.) Terrible! The guy was a combina

S|N)tliaht's

tion Milton Berle and Albert Einstein
. . . in a tuxedo . . . with brown shoes!

He began by thanking the Toastmaster

OnVbu!

for the introduction (". . . you read it
exactly as 1 wrote it . . .") and imme

diately jumped into a story about the
salesman and the farmer's daughter that

had nothing at all to do with the subject
he was supposed to be talking about.
Naturally, you spent the next hour doz
ing off(and got your shins kicked black

and blue by a wife determined to stop

Mike Snapp

you so the other guests wouldn't think
you were drunk again) and toying with
your empty water glass and dead cigar.
As you reach the lectern, set down
your notes and gaze out at the audience,

you're determined to not let that happen
to you. Not here . . . not now! You're

going to perform . . . and perform well!
Fear of Failure

It's safe to say that most after-dinner
speakers probably go through that same
kind of experience. Whether it is cau.sed
by nerves or maybe just a little touch of

The after-dinner speech is one of the most difficult t^pes
for most speakers to master. And for good reason. The
after-dinner speaker not on/y has to inform or persuade,
but he must also perform . . . and perform well.
to discover what particular species of
speaker you'll be forced to listen to

tonight.

speech, whether it is informative, pe
suasive or humorous, has a specifi.
purpose, a central idea and main point

stagefright. the idea of standing before
hundreds, even thousands, of people is
something that you're not going to forget

Part of the problem with after-dinner

as do all other speeches. The points(

speeches lies with the term itself; it's not
totally clear. For example, when some

support, however, are chosen for the

very soon. And like it or not, the first

one talks about an "after-dinner speech,"

logical adequacy.

pure entertainment value, not for the

thought in your mind will be that ofthose

he may be referring to a toast to some

who have failed, and the impact they

one's health or to a serious discussion on

into a happy frame of mind, there is

have had upon you.

the state of the world's economy. The
various situations are so individual and

happy, friendly tone in everything tb
is said. The speech itself is simply ca

wonder why God should have chosen to
endow this person with great stamina
and a passionate love of his own voice.
They're the ones that have conditioned

so unique that no definition could ade

structed (so it can be altered at the li

quately cover every occasion.
There is one thing, however, that all
after-dinner speeches do(orshould) have

moment to include interesting or amu
ing events of the evening), brief ai

you to consult the menu before the din

in common; they provide an interesting

impromptu or extemporaneous remark

ner, not to see what there is to eat, but

diversion in an entertaining manner. The

Sounds easy, doesn't it? Unfort

They're the ones that often made you

Since a good meal always puts peep

always includes a certain amount
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Similarly, many social and semisocial
situations often require entertaining

speeches that can also inform or per
suade. So the after-dinner speaker is a
wearer of many hats.

Considering all these things, what can
the novice after-dinner speaker do to
insure that he will not end up in the same
situation as our Milton Berle/Albert

Einstein example? There are a number
of things.

First, look for novel and original ideas

for your speech topics. There is no limit
to what an after-dinner speaker can talk
about, within reason. Choose subjects

that you are truly interested in—subjects
from your specialized field, your inter
ests, your experiences. For example, if
you're speaking to a group of your fellow
dentists about the high cost of dental

care, use that as a springboard for relat

ing the funny experiences you've had
with children in your dentist's chair.
You'll succeed because you chose a

timely and appropriate subject, have a
basic understanding of the subject, know
the interests of your listeners and use
fresh and appropriate humor.
Personalize Your Humor

Humor, to be truly effective, must be

personal; you invite failure if you use
the same type of humor for all occasions.
A speech on how to gel a seven-year-old
to open his mouth for the dentist's drill
would probably be hilarious to a group of
children's dentists, only mildly enter

nately, the after-dinner speech is one of this is not necessarily the case. An enter

taining to the local PTA and not at all
entertaining to local businessmen. A
speech must be planned for a particular
audience and adapted to a particular oc

ihe most difficult types for most speakers taining speech is usually characterized

casion. The after-dinner speech is no

to master. Like our Milton Berle/Albert

by humor for two very good reasons.

different.

Einstein example, many speakers often
see this as an opportunity to display their

First, humor adds interest and, thus,

Consequently, a good after-dinner
speaker must remain adaptable to any

helps maintain the attention of the audi
great wit, timing and Bob Hope-like ence. Second, humor enhances the
comedy talent. All too often, however, credibility of any speaker's character.
We all know that audiences seem to like

that talent is just not there. And for a
variety of reasons.

a speaker who uses humor more than

Some may lack the flair for the un

one who does not. And this is true no

occasion. He should be able to capitalize

on any of the speakers or events that
preceded him, poke fun at celebrities
or important people he finds in his audi

usual, the light touch that makes some

matter what subject is being discussed.

thing extraordinary out of the ordinary;
others simply lack the basic knowledge
of how to plan an entertaining speech.
Whenever you talk about an entertain
ing speech, most people immediately

People like to be entertained—and they

ence and have the ability to use the
humor "basics" (exaggeration, drama
tization, understatement, etc.) to achieve

like to laugh.

his desired end result.

assume that it has to be humorous. But

On the other hand, many people attend

Problems of great importance or con

at that as entertainment, whether the

troversy have little or no place in your
after-dinner speech. The audience expects

speech itself contains humor or not.

to be amused, not burdened, by your

public and academic lectures and look
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illustrative material, should govern the

club, sales and

simply, while avoiding a complicated

organization of your after-dinner speech.

arrangement of ideas. You may want to

political meetings

Although humor is not an essential

Introduce the points with amusing anec

part of the after-dinner speech, it is,

dotes or illustrations, then use additional

SURE NEED HUmOR!

without a doubt, a great crowd-pleaser. jokes and illustrations to expand upon
Consequently, it is used by a great many each.
speakers. Because of this, it deserves
Unfortunately, many inexperienced
special consideration.

(

after-dinner speakers make the mistake

There are as many ways to tell funny

of attempting to maintain sustained

stories as there are stories. The after-

dinner speaker must be especially aware

amusement throughout the speech
firing one joke at the audience after the

INVOLVED,

of this. The excessive use of one or two

SEND FOR

other. This should be avoided at all costs.

types of humor may tire an audience, so

Your audience needs time to relax, time

it is very important to use a variety of
be able to mix the incongruous statement

to catch their breath. Try to bring each
point to a climax, but allow your listeners
adequate time to rest during your expla

with the pun; exaggeration and irony;

nations and transitions.

m
IF YOU'RE

THIS BOOK

"laugh-producing" devices. You must

burlesque and satire. And you must do
"UNACCUSTOMED AS I AM"
gives you 238 pages ol good, current humor

Indexed for easy use. A bonanza for busy chair
men and editors. Good reading for anyone with
a sense of humor.

Pointed material to fit any occasion, compiled
by the international President of a world-wide

service club for his own personal use and fust
now published.
•Send check lor J4.45 piua SOt melling or your BerthAmencara rtumber. InOferta residenig add 4% lax.

it well.

In contrast to the after-dinner speech'
introduction and body, the conclusioj

In addition, you must make certain

that the humor chosen has been adapted

differs somewhat from other types
speeches. In many instances, for ei-

to the occasion and to the cultural level

ample, the "formal" conclusion may

of your audience —that it is never low or

omitted altogether.

degrading. While some occasions may

When a conclusion seems advisa

call for the broad, obvious humor, others

however, most of today's more pro

may require humor that is delicate and

nent after-dinner speakers omit

subtle. The individual situation will, of

detailed summary often used in info

course, dictate which to use. But if you

tive or persuasive speeches. They simp

misread the situation, the humor can

restate the barest suggestion of t

backfire and you'll find yourself speak
and any complicated arrangements of ing to a lot of empty chairs. In short, all
ideas like the plague. Use anecdotes and occasions require humor that is spon

tive statement that summarizes them.

THE LORU COMPANY
P.O.BOX300D,NORTH WEBSTER, IN 46555

speech. So avoid heavy subject matter

personal examples in place of cumber
some statistics and heavily-detailed ex

taneous and relevant to the di.scus.sion.

amples. Such thought-provoking subjects

and entertainment for your listeners.

This will provide relaxation, enjoyment

points, preferably in a simple, illusirjClose Fast!

A speech conclusion should never k

anticlimactical. This is especially iruerf
the after-dinner speech. Clo.se swifilv

involving the number of crimes in Wash

The Three Basics

ington. D.C.. in 1974 or the upswing in
the world economy should be left to

As with any other type of speech, the
after-dinner speech can be divided into

business meetings. Let your audience be

three parts: the introduction, the body

pher. Then get off . . . or sit dowal

amused—and digest their dinner.

and the conclusion. A thorough under

Make the conclusion the real climax

We've all seen, at one time or another,

an after-dinner speech that has no central

theme and is merely a series of unrelated

your speech. After all, that's the

to be successful.

the audience will most probably r

The after-dinner speech introduction
should strive for the audience's imme

of ten, this type of speech will fail. So

diate. overt attention. Set the theme of

avoid a string of unrelated jokes. After

the speech and, at the same time, prepare

all, if that's all they wanted you for. the

your listeners to be entertained.

program chairman would have hired a
comedian.

Many speakers are often trapped in

Let your opening remarks lead directly

The success of any after-dinner speec
then, depends on a great many variable
And the best part of it is that none oftb
are really new. If you take the time:

study them, as well as practice them
real situations, you'll find that youn.

.speech. You'll be able to step up tol

will permit them to use their .stock line
of stories. This is a serious mistake.

at yourself or someone in the audience.

When this happens, their illustrations
will appear as irrelevant as their theme.

The body of your after-dinner speech
will be very similar to all other types of

The central theme, not the amusing. speeches. Your points should be stated
24

member as they walk out the door.

to the body of the speech. Begin with an

incongruous statement, respond to a re
mark by the Toastmaster or a previous
speaker, tell a funny story or poke fun

situations where they select ideas that

with a rousing funny story, an amusin^t
illustration, or perhaps with a strong IIk
from some poet, dramatist or philo

standing is necessary of each if you are

and disconnected jokes. Nine times out

I

become a master of the after-dinif
lectern, smile and make that audies.
forget about their troubles for a li
while.

You'll entertain them . . . and the

love you for it!D

TALK

t

lems and demand some special attention.

message directly to them. No chance,

There are several points which can make

either, to watch your audience reaction,

your slide talk easier to give and more

to detect signs of boredom and inatten

interesting to your audience.

tion. You'll have to depend on your

First, be sure your slides are organized ears to tell you whether you have lost
and the projector and screen are ready to your audience.
The organization of your talk and your
go before you are introduced. A ram
bling account of difficulties in setting up voice are the important things here.
("seems to be a little trouble here in Speak loudly enough for everyone to
getting in focus; we'll have it in a minute, hear. This seems an exuemely obvious
heh, heh") is not a forceful, interesting

Illustrated

by

remember, one is often inclined to speak

audience in those important first min
utes. Check the light coming out of the
side of the projector to see if it is going

softly in the dark. For the audience, it is
extremely boring to sit for several min

to shine in someone's eyes; if it is, block

is not understood. The old saying about

it off or screen it. Check the air circula
tion in the room. If the room is small and

one picture being worth a thousand
words is only true when you have at least
fifty words to tell what the picture is
about. And if you are watching slides in

the ventilation poor, it's a good idea to

suggest no smoking. Smoke obscures the

Slides

a darkened room, after a meal, it is very

may be extremely irritating to the eyes.

easy to go to sleep.

Be choosy about the slides you show.
Just because you have a hundred or so,

volume as much as possible. Keep the

don't try to show them all. Choose your

slides moving; never hold a slide on the

best ones, and have them in order, right

side up. Be sure no extraneous ones have
slipped in by mistake("oh, sorry, that's

screen too long, especially if the picture
contains a human figure in action.
Follow the usual rules for good speech

one we took of the children at the beach
last summer").

organization. Be sure your talk has a
beginning, middle and end—and a pur

checked—now you're ready for your

Illustrate your talk with little human
interest incidents when possible. And

room you have a few special advantages

don't forget to spice your talk with
humor to keep your audience alert and

—also some problems. The screen, not

awake.

you as speaker, is the center of interest.

If you have taken your own slide pic
tures, don't apologize for them or belittle
them. If they're so poor they really need

You may have all the nervous manner

isms you wish. You may scratch your
head, pull your ear, blink your eyes.

an apology, just don't show them at all.

You may wear your coat unbuttoned and

Otherwise, ignore any deficiencies and
your audience probably will too,

keep your hands in your pockets. No one

find two or three mentions of a "talk,

illiisirated by slides." Such talks may

range from the purely-for-eniertainment
travelogue ("and here we are in Paris,
with the Eiffel Tower on the right") to
serious educational and technical talks

delivered by experts to specialized
groups.

Slide talks pose some special prob

pose. Be sure that your ending and the
last slide coordinate.

Since slides are shown in a darkened

Pick up any newspaper which lists
the coming programs of various clubs
and organizations and you're sure to

Speak briskly, varying your time and

screen ready, light and air circulation
talk.

Jean A. Broy

utes in front of a picture when the picture

screen and in a close, darkened room

Slides organized, projector ready,

by

statement to make to Toastmasters, but

opening. You cannot afford to lose your

will see, notice or criticize.

On the other hand, you're denied the
extra force that gestures could give you.
You may make the most eloquent ges
tures since William Jennings Bryan, but

they won't help you here. They won't
help you to emphasize a point. It does
no good to demonstrate "so high" or

Last of all, when you get ready to

stop—stop! Don't keep rambling on
while putting your equipment away, or
let yourself be led into a too long, vague
question-and-answer period. Save your
best pictures until the end, build up to
a climax, close with a good punch line

and stop—like this.D

show "a wee bit" with the thumb and

forefinger, Nor will eye contact help
you. No chance here to pick out key
people in the audience and point your

Jean A. Bray of Bartiesville, Oklahoma, is a

graduate of Arkansas University. Her husband,
Lyie, is a former member of the Osage Club
1585-16 in Bartiesville.
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Board Action
The

New Orleans Report
The historic city of New Orleans was

the scene of the third and final meeting
of Toastmasters International's Board of
Directors for the 1975-76 administrative

year. The meeting was held August 1617, 1976. at the Fairmont Hotel, with

International President George C. Scott,
DTM, presiding.
The Board convened as a committee of

the whole on the first of the two-day
session to receive reports summarizing
the year's activities and progress from
President Scott and Executive Director
Terrence McCann. as well as for discus
sion of general matters of business and
committee agenda items.
In his report to the Board. President

*5.
4

Scott commented on his presidential
activities since the February, 1976,

Board meeting, particularly on high
lights of his visit to Australia and New

Zealand. During the trips, Scott told the

\

Board, he was given the opportunity to
meet with hundreds of Toastmasters at
Executive Director McCann referred
the annual conferences of District 69 and to his written report that summarized the
70 in Australia and District 72 in New progress and action in the organization
Zealand. He went on to tell the Board for the period of July I, 1975. to June

that these countries have experienced ex

30, 1976. The report included informa
tion on the following items;
of an International President seven years
• Total membership experienced its
ago and concluded his report by telling predicted gain. The organization's mem
tensive club growth since the last visit

them of the announcement he made re

bership(computed by using the per capita

garding the creating of District 73(Aus

payments for the October I, 1975, to

tralia) at the District 70 conference.

March 31, 1976, reporting period) totaled
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59,765, as compared to 58,462 fori
same period in the prior year.

• New clubs were also up. For!
1975-76 period. 219 new clubs

chartered, compared to 170 for the sj
period last year. In addition, there
a net gain of clubs (50) for the fir.M
in 10 years.

• Active Gavel Clubs as of Juiij
1976, totaled 71. Sixteen new club-

certified during the 1975-76 fiscal

•The Sharing Membership Opportu-

•The educational recognition pro

tiiics Program concluded in the 1975-76
:isial year. A total of 165 Sharing Mem

grams showed gains, with both ATMs
and DTMs being awarded at the highest

bership Opportunities gift certificates

rate ever. Eight hundred fifty-eight

sere issued to sponsors of five new,

ATMs were awarded for the 1975-76

;harter or reinstated members. (A total

year, compared to 784 for the previous

of 111 Toastmasters participated.)

year. DTM awards totaled 107, com
pared to 78 for the same period last year.

•Sharing '76, the 1976 membership

liimpaign which offers special prizes for

• Speechcraft and Youth Leadership

wry 5, 10 and 15 new members spon>orijd, is off to a fine start. As of June 30,
W76, a total of 68 Sharing '76 recognim forms (each representing five new
members) have been submitted to World

were also on the rise. A total of 506

Headquarters. This is up slightly from
ihe 59 certificates that had been issued by
lime 30, 1975.

•"Anniversary Month," the special
Fall membership campaign, provided
jdded recognition for members spon-

xired during October, November and

Speechcraft programs were completed
this year, compared to 308 for last year.
Three hundred fifty-four Youth Leader

ship programs were completed, com
pared to 313 last year.
• Five hundred seventy-two Distin

IT'S

HERE
No matter what your learning objectives
are .. . to think and act decisively ... to

persuade others to agree with you ... or
simply to conquer fear when addressing a
large or small group—the Communicate
What You Think Program (240) can help
you.

Developed in conjuncrion with 1976
Golden Gavel Award recipient Earl Night
ingale, this six-cassette audio program
combines Toastmasters principles with
the ideas of Mr. Nightingale—the "most
listened-to" radio and television person

guished Club Plans were submitted for
completion this year, compared to 533

ality on earth.

for the same period last year.

^om one person to another without sacri

• Districts enjoyed a successful year

December. A total of 126 Toastmasters

in 1975-76. A total of 21 met all their

In the 20 fact-filled, enjoyable subjects,

you'll discover how to transmit messages
ficing meaning or intent .. . how to master

the art of oral expression . . . how to build
a speech from a formula (and when not to)

received certificates for sponsoring three

established goals in education and

or more members, 226 clubs received

growth—up from six the preceding year.

certificates for adding five or more mem

Districts 30, 44, 47. 52, 63 and 64

bers and 84 clubs received banner ribbons

achieved President's Distinguished Dis

or one for your entire club, the important

for achieving a net growth of five mem
bers during the three-month campaign.
•The first''Spring into Action'' mem

trict status and districts F, 1,2, 3, 4, 5,

thing is to order them now! They're a

bership campaign covered the months of

14, 18. 31. 36, 39, 49. 53. 56 and 60
earned the Distinguished District status
in the Distinguished District Program.

April and May. 1976. In this membership

• As of June 30, 1976, a total of 994

drive, all clubs adding five or more

Area-Club Assistance Report forms for

members will receive a certificate: clubs
with a net increase offive receive a banner

Spring, 1976, visits have been received.
This is down slightly from the previous

ribbon and, for the first time, clubs sub

period.

mitting publicity clippings receive a

• Three hundred of the 750 areas

^ial publicity award certificate. (As

were officially visited by district officers.
This, too, is slightly off from last year.

ofJune 30, the membership awards were
iiill being tabulated and 55 newspaper or

magazine clippings had been submitted
loWHQ.)

. , . how to prepare visuals that help your
audience "get the picture" . . . AND
MUCH MORE!

So whether you order a set for yourself
natural addition to your collection of
Toastmasters educational materials.

V

• At the February. 1976. Board of

Directors meeting, the Board approved
the formation of a provisional District

Yes — please send me

. . setts) of

Communicate What You Think (240), at

$36.00, plus $1.00 shipping inside the

•The six-cassette tape program created

73—Australia with a minimum of 25

by Earl Nightingale (240) has been pro
duced and packaged and is now available

clubs. Members have elected officers

and overseas). California residents add 6%

and are proceeding with the organization

sales tax.

for sale. This program is expected to be
an excellent supplement to the Commu
nication and Leadership Manual, giving

of a district operation under the leader

ihe member practical insights from an
expert in the self-development field.

ship Award was. again, one of TI's most
outstanding public relations tools, with

• After a small downturn last year,

such notables as General William West-

ship of Ray Scott.

□ I prefer to pay now. My check or
money order is enclosed.

□ Please bill me. Club No.
District No.

•The Communication and Leader

ihe Communication and Leadership • moreland. Admiral Elmo Zumwalt and

completions made a substantial increase.

United States (or $1.50 to Canada. Mexico

Governors Richard Lamm of Colorado

Name

Club No.

^—

District No.

Address

City
State

Zip

A total of 3,255 C & L completions were

and Robert D. Ray of Iowa receiving

Country

reported for the year, compared to 2,824
for the previous year. This is the highest

awards this year.

TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL, 2200

lotal of completions since 1971.

a series of radio and television public

• World Headquarters has produced

N. Grand Ave., PO Box 10400, Santa Ana,
CA 92711
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service announcements featuring Golden
Gavel recipient Earl Nightingale. In each
of the 30-second spots, Mr. Nightingale
is introduced as the Golden Gavel re

cipient and then goes on to stress the im
portance of communication in today's
world. The TV spots will be available
on a sale or rental basis to districts (radio

TI FInanci

spots for sale only). In addition, World

STATEMENT OF ASSETS OF ALL FUNDS

Headquarters will survey major market
stations and distribute the video tapes
to those who express interest.

In order to provide you. the Toastmasters member, with information about

the decisions at the August, 1976, meet
ing of the Board of Directors, the fol
lowing is a summary of items submitted
for Board consideration and its action

lUNE 30, 1976
GENERAL FUND
UNRESTRICTED:

Cash and temfwrary investments, at cost
Accounts receivable

Deposits, prepaid postage and other
Deferred expense—authors' fee

!!!!
!.'!!!!!!

Total—unrestricted
RESTRICTED:
Cash

$ 60,531

Due from General Fund—
Unrestricted

24,582

Total—restricted

on each.

Total

$ S

At the August, 1976, meeting, the

INVESTMENT(ENDOWMENT)FUND

Board:

Bonds and stocks, at cost, (estimated market value of $130,292)

$ I

Due from General Fund—Unrestricted

Approved a proposal for a French/
Spanish taped .speech contest to enable
participation in the International Speech

Contest by French and Spanish speaking
members outside the United States.

Approved the graphic inversion of the
Toastmasters International organization

chart to reflect the member as the top

Total

Property, building and equipment, at cost. Note 1:
Land

Building

1977, meeting.

Approved revisions to the qualifica
tions for speech contest Judges and to the
Judges' Guide and Ballot for 1977 speech
contests.

!!!!!!!!!

6(
1:

Fumiture and equipment
Tola! property
Due from General FundUnrestricted

$ 71

Total

echelon in the TI service structure.

Approved the concept of a leadership
training program for development and
presentation to the Board at its February,

Tv
PROPERTY FUND

84 I

STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES OF ALL FUNDS
JUNE 30, 1976
GENERAL FUND
UNRESTRICrrED:
Liabilities:

Accounts payable

Sales tax payable

Advance convention deposits
!!!!.!!!!!!! !
Contract payable—authors' fee, non-interest bearing, payable in annual
installments of $2,500

Funds held for Toastmasters International Regions
Due to General Fund—Restricted
Due to Investment (Endowment) Fund

,[.\

Due to Property Fund

-

Deferred charter fees

Total liabilities

Approved revisions to the 1977 Dis
tinguished Club Plan which will include
a progress chart.

Reviewed a proposed Member Orien

tation Program and offered suggestions
for its final preparation and publication.
Reviewed a request to amend the Dis
trict Constitution and Standard District
Bylaws to grant a vote in the District

Council to all active past district gover
nors and recommended that no change
be made in the current policy of TI which
permits past district governors to be
nonvoting members of the District Coun28

Unrestricted—General Fund balance
Total—unrestricted
RESTRICTED:

District Reserve Fund balances

Restricted grants

.'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

« 70 775

Ralph C Smedley Toastmasters International ^morial Fund i!!!!!!!!.!!.'!!!.

3 733

1^658

Total—restricted
Tola!

INVESTMENT (ENDOWMENT)FUND

investment (Endowment) Fund balance
Total
PROPERTY FUND

Property Fund Invested balance
Property Fund Reserve balances:

"'

Reserve for additions and repiacemmts

Reserve for maintenance
Total
Total

4 46

"!!!!!"!!!!!!!!

18000
'

cil when so specified by the districts'
bylaws.

Reviewed the district organization
structure and determined that it provides
the best management framework to meet
the districts' present needs.

itatement

Approved the Distinguished District
Program for 1976-77 and requested
World Headquarters to continue its study
for improvement on the program based
on comments and suggestions received

GENERAL FUND—UNRESTRICTED
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED|UNE 30, 1976

JCOME;
iMembership charges:

,

from the districts.

Annual membership fees

Magazine subscriptions
Spw member service charges

Requested World Headquarters to

'

Cave! Club fees

$ 937,934

Total membership charges

|Clubcharges:

and to develop a comprehensive market

. morn

Charterfees

^ Iq'qS

Club equipment, supplies and insignia

>

, Total club charges
Icharges for optional educational materials and supplies

99,997
113,608
16,840

-

lOther income—dividends, interest and miscellaneous
Total income

$1,168,379

*

■ERATINC EXPENSES:
dministrative
eneral services
District expenses

ing plan for the organization of college
clubs.

Reviewed the fee structure for charter

ing Toastmasters clubs and recommended
no change in the current structure. The

eioimi

■

tembershlp/new club developnent

research Toastmasters clubs in colleges

Board suggested that World Headquar

ters prepare information to fully explain

tiblications and communications

ducational development

ducationai materials

jub supplies, equipment and insignia purchase

^.inployee benefits

-

the fee breakdown involved in the forma

•,

61-624

ICeneral expenses
iMaintenance and operation of property

tion of new clubs.

en ±77

Total operating expenses
CESS OF INCOME OVER OPERATINC EXPENSES

ulHER DEDUCTIONS;

iProvision for major buildling repairs

Ifrovision for replacements and additions to property:

994,433

-

$ 173,946

Plan based on geographic and demo

t ,non

• • ••'

* i.uuu

graphic segments with general and spe

Computer equipment

cific strategies for the development of se

Other

Total other deductions

•'

ESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURES

Recommended that World Headquar

ters prepare a Club Extension Master

-••••

$

11,126

lected targets. Included in the Plan will

162,820

be consideration of the use of new club

specialists, using their experience in the
organization of new clubs.
Approved a proposal prepared by
World Headquarters to implement an

ard of Directors

executive, oral communication skill

jstmasters International

training program for top-level executives

jpta Ana, California

Ive have examined the statements of assets and liabilities of Toastmasters International as of June
p976, and the related statements of income and expenditures—general fund—unrestricted and

nges in fund balances for the year then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with

erally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
^J5rds and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

[ In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly the financial position of
astmasters International as of June 30, 1976, and the income and expenditures and changes in

iid balances for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
t non-profit educational organizations applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding

and authorized the Executive Director

to proceed with initial phases of the
program.

The first meeting of the Incoming
Board of Directors was held on Saturday,

August 21, at the Fairmont Hotel in New
Orleans, Louisiana, with newly-elected
International President Robert W.

Blakeley, DTM, presiding.

Foilowing a lengthy discussion of
plans for the coming year, President

■20, 1976
Frazer and Torbet
Certified Public Accountants

Blakeley announced that the next meet

ing of the Board of Directors will be held
February 16-18, 1977, at World Head
quarters in Santa Ana, California.□
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3d:
DONALD D. SMITH

Council Bluffs 2114-24, Counc/7 Bluffs. lA
NORM MAIER

Mil, Metro Speaker 945-35, Milwaukee, Wl
North Shore Badgers 2612-35, Milwaukee, Wl

VIRGIL GREENE

O'Fcdion 994-8, O'fa//on, IL
GEORGE McKEE

Akron 151-10, Akron, OH
GUY L. SCHEIB

11811 Offame

CLEM LEWIS WARE

Pop-Up 3165-44, Midland, TX
P. H. KITTREDCE

Van Nuys 1 72-52, Van Nuys, CA
Burnt 914-52, Van Nuys, CA

Anthony Wayne 521-11, Ft. Wayne. IN
PAUL FRINSTHAL

Downtowners 2944-11, Indianapolis. IN
DR. MICHAEL HOPKINS

Stillwaler 576-16, StlHwater, OK

EUGENE KREMSDORF

North Valley 2715-52, N. Hollywood, CA
ABLE TOASTMASTER (ATM)

DISTINGUISHED TOASTMASTER (DTM)
Congraluliilions to these 7oastmasters who

have received the Able Toastmaster
certificate of achievement.

certificate, Toaslniasters International's

highest member recognition.

WILLIAM M. CRISELL
RALPH HENNINGS

Norlhrop 212-1, Hawthorne, CA

Papago 2694-3, Phoenix. AZ

LEO RILEY

VIT ECKERSDORF

Redwood City 27-4, Redwood City, CA
LEONARD CEBUU

Blue Ox 1235-7. Portland. OR

Narrators 1 398-1, Hawthorne, CA

Dynamic 457-5, San Diego. CA

Black Swamp 1872-28, Bowling Green,0
LEON P. DUSOE

State Sireeters 3223-31, Boston, MA
CHARLES RIDEN

Tacoma 13-32, Tacoma, WA

Bilingue-Latinoamericano 3052-5,

IAN C. BEGG

San Dfego, CA

DAVID E. PILLAR

VERNON ARLEDGE

Redmond 468-7, Redmond. OR

San Luis Obisprj 83-33,San Luis Obispo, C
MALCOLM RIGBY

Monument 898-36, Washington D.C.
ROGER BUCHOLZ

Helmsmen 2412-36, Arlington, VA
MATTHEW C. PERRY

Agricultural Research Center 3039-36,

They're Finally Here!

Beltsville. MD
HARRY LERNER

Queen City 1420-37, Charlotte, NC
THOMAS DERMODY

That's right. World Headquarters has got those
ladles membership brooches and pins you've all

been asking for. The gold-plated Ladies Membership
Brooch (Code No. 5701), complete with a beautiful

florentine finish is only $5.00, plus 30 cents ship
ping and packing. The attractive gold-plated Mem

bership Pin (Code No. 5702) is only $2.15, plus 30
cents shipping and packing. (California residents

add 6% sales tax.) Get yours now ... and let every
one know you're a Toastmaster!

Wil[ingiK)ro 2382-38, Willingboro, NJ
LAVERN BEILER

Sperry New Holland 3155-38,
New Holland. PA

PAUL A. VOHS JR.

Brookings 3797-41, Brookings, SD
SAMUEL H. DAGGETT

Hi Noon 2217-43, Little Rock, AR
CECIL L. GARNER

Hi Noon, 2217-43, Little Rock, AR
LEONARD CORCORAN

Equitable 3507-46, New York. NY
KENNETH CLINTON

Jose Caspar 3668-47, Tampa, FL
30
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FRANK W. SMITH JR.

RICHARD FRIZ2ELL

Cranbrook 3532-21, Cranfarook, B.C.. Canada
Council Bluffs 2114-24, Council Bluffs, lA

DENNIS ROBERTS

SaniWa 7b5-2i, Albuquerque, NM

Anthony Wayne 1380-28, Toledo, OH ■

RAYMOND SODOMKA

JOHN F. NOONAN

Sandra 765-23, Albuquerque. NM

CLARENCE GRIEDER

Sundial 2586-7. Portland, OR

Conoma 454-16, Oklahoma City, OK

Downtowners 1325-19, Davenport, lA
DENNIS CORDOVA

DONALD JONES

Jet Stream 2624-4, Moffett Field, CA

RICHARD A. HICKS

DESEAA 2240-18, Wilmington, DE

Overlake 2889-2, Bellevue. WA
JAMES CONNOLLY

CARROLL HERMANSON

ALSTON MEADE
MICHAEL FRIEDEL

Justin 3733-F, Tuslin, CA
DONALD E. WOMACK

Will Rogers 1U32-16, Oklahoma City, OK
STRATFORD B. DUKE

The Governors 3031-16, Oklahoma City, C
Congratulations to these Toastmasters who

have received the Distinguished Toastmasler

WILLIAM EARP

2946-37 REYNOLDS

^NCIS WERMERT

Winston-Salem, NC—Fri., 12:00 noon. West

S<im 1138-53, Troy, NY

ern Electric Company, 2400 Reynolds Road,

^N BURTON

I Valley 998-57, Concord, CA
V.E. OSBURN

["AM 3391-58, Columbia, 5C

neui Glubs

PHEN SINKIN50N

ckcliffe Raconteur 808-61, Ottawa, Onf.,

tinada
iTANLEY ENCLUND

:wwassee 1655-62, Midland, Ml
^DBERG ESTEP

ling's Mountain 2958-63, Elizabethton, TN

(768-7414). Sponsored by Northwestern 294637.

1900-44 STERLING CITY

Sterling City. TX—Tues..6:30 a.m.. Community
Center,(378-4751).

3295-4 MONEY TALKS

1951-47 JUPITER/TEQUESTA

San Francisco, CA—Tues., 11:45 a.m., Federal

lupiter, FL—Fri., 7:45 a.m., Bayside Profes

Reserve Bank of San Francisco, 400 Sansome
St., (544-2040).

sional Building, 1001 Alternate AIA.
1584-48 DOWNTOWN

Montgomery, AL—Tues., 6:30 p.m., Morrison

2851-5 CHACHANILLA

}8 ROSS

p.m., Ensambladores Electronicos, Ave. Madero

Cafeteria, 150 Lee Street, (288-7782). Spon
sored by Luther Lee.

fig's Mountain 2958-63, Elizabethton. TN

#1840, (762-8603). Sponsored by El Centre

445-52 MWD WATERMASTERS

Cactus Gavel TM Club.

Los Angeles, CA—Thurs., 6:30 a.m., MWD

V.W. CANTRELL JR.

CO 3831-63, Nashville. TN
CKEVILLE EASTE

iandgate 3721-69, Brisbane, Qld., Australia
)BDRISIN

iDrummoyne Rugby 2054-70, Drummoyne
SIV, Australia

IRBERT VENABLE JR.

yo 1674-U, Tokyo, lapan

innivBrBarles

Mexicali, Baja California, Mexico—Fri., 8:30

1778-10 CLEVELAND ENGINEERING SOCIETY

Headquarters Cafeteria, 1111 Sunset Blvd.,

Cleveland, OH—Fri., 12:00 noon, Cleveland

(626-4282 Ext. t. 514). Sponsored by Verdugo

Engineering and Science Center, 3100 Chester
Ave., (289-2500). Sponsored by Diamond
2486-10.

Holyoke, MA—Tues., 7:30 p.m.. Second Bap

2139-11 REA SPEAK-EASY

tist Church, 377 Appleton St.,(534-1600).Spon

Fort Wayne, IN—Mon„ 11:30 a.m., Rea Mag
net Wire Company,(743-8032).

sored by Trinity 3902-53.

Bloomington, IL—Wed., 7:00 a.m., lAA Private
Dining Room, 1701 Towanda Ave.,(828-0021

gage Association, 100 Peachtree St., N.W.,
(521-3250). Sponsored by 310 North #3195.

850-54 and State Farm Windjammers 995-54.

3214-22 THE SPIELERS

1879-70 BEROWRA R.S.L.

Kansas City, MO—Tues., 5:30 p.m.. United
States Department of Agriculture, 8930 Ward

Berowra, Sydney, NSW, Australia—Thurs.,
7:00 p.m., Berowra R.S.L. Club, Pacific High
way. (456-1823). Sponsored by Sea Eagles

Parkway, (926-6580).
2760-25 5WD, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Dallas, TX—Tues., 11:30 a.m.. Main Tower

Ext. 2604). Sponsored by Twin Town Gaveliers

2951-70.

1347-U CHARTERED SECRETARIES

Cape Town, South Africa—Wed., 6:45 p.m.,
Newlands Hotel, Cape Town,(Cape Town 471110 Ext. 114).

3248-29 EASTERN SHORE

Boreas 208-6, St. Paul, MN

1711-54 SUNRISE SPEAKERS

Atlanta, GA—Tues., 11:45 a.m.. Federal Mort

2225-14 FNMA

Building, 1200 Main Street, Room 730, (7493522). Sponsored by Garlar>d 1207-25.
i YEARS

Hills 434-52.
2564-53 HOLYOKE

Fairhope, AL—Thurs., 7:30 p.m., Fairhope

1598-U SHAH ABBAS

Civic Center, Morphy Ave.,(928-8139). Spon
sored by Mobile 226-29.

Club, Isfahan, Iran.

Isfahan, Iran—Mon., 7:30 p.m. New American

IjnEARS

IctatHi Rapids 404-62, Grand Rapids, MO
ot Hill 429-17, Billings, Ml
3n 424-7, Portland, OR
llamook 420-7, Tillamook, OR
i^^S

to Farm Windjammers995-54, Bloomington,IL

Ifwrgreen 973-21, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
In YEARS

Aiui.h . iirit-'iii .ivKiress label here OR comuipie me loiiowmg

MOVING?

Name

Present Address.

joaybreak 2228-26, Denver, CO
(palhflnders 2271^7, Oriando, FL

City
State/Province.

Zip

Ihrrv 2224-14, Perry, OA
Itqulnas 2159-40, Springfield, OH

jftnb Dictum 2170-64,Winnipeg, Man.,Canada

1^ YEARS
lloast Breakers 3389-33, Modesto, CA
lieven A M 3391-58, Columbia, SC
Ibstwood 2152-23, El Paso, TX
110 YEARS
Ifl Cordon 1217-14, Ft. Gordon, GA
Istorm Lake 2206-19, Storm Lake, IA
iFLSnelling 2238-6, Minneapolis, MN
lOoverleaf 2060-29, Meridian, MS

jftoslprandlal 3259-65, Rochester, NY
eille 2971-25, Ft. Worth, TX

er West 1607-64, Winnipeg, Man., Canada

Club No--

Oistrict No.

Mall to:
New Address.

World Headquarters
P.O. Box 10400

2200 N. Grand Ave.,

Santa Ana, CA
92711

Zip

If you are a club, area, division, or district officer, Indicate
complete title:

Recognize With
Eloquence

|jii£

Recognition plaques and trophies add excitement and build spirit into
club programming and district activities. Toastmasters International

recognizes this, and has created a classic line of plaques and trophies
with an affixed emblem masterfully embossed in fine detail. Each

award has been carefully selected for its beauty and appropriateness
for all Toastmasters occasions.
The Beauty of Walnut
and Gold
TI figure is enveloped, surround

ed by polished walnut, giving

i

Recognize With
Beauty
Instill pride in your past officers
for their outstanding perform

this trophy a new distinction of

ance. A stain-bronze plaque with

simplicity and prestige. Perfect
for all levels of competition.

deep-etched groove leading to
an inlaid TI insignia.

1907 15 " $15.00

1952 10" X 14" $15.75

1908 14 " $14.50
1909 13" $14.00

Classic Distinction

Present Certificates

Ultra-modern goltone speaker

With Greater Meaning

figure designed especially for
Toastmasters International rests
on an American walnut base. A

perfect speech contest award.
1913 -iZVi" $7.75
1914 12y2"" $7.50
1915 MVi" $7.25

A clear plastic cover backed by a
polished walnut base gives cer
tificate presentation new ele

gance. May be hung horizontally
or vertically.
1953 lOVi"' X 13" $16.00

i
Perfect Club Speech

1

Contest Award
Handsome speech contest

trophy that suits every club's
budget. Goltone modern figure
with lectern sets on a beautiful
polished walnut base.
1918 7" $4.00

Appreciation for
Service

A dramatic, new all-purpose
plaque suitable for any occasion.
A deep brown relief surface, off
set by the TI insignia, makes this
a prestigious wall hanging for
office or home.

1954 IOV2'' X 13" $20.00

PO Box 10400. Sama Ana, CA 927H.

L>li>]RICT NUMBER (o: Toastmasters International. 2200 N. Grand.

